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In The Service Of Marshall C °linty For ever Half Century
BENTON, KENTUCKY FRIDAY, D4CEMBER 12, 1947
FREE X-RAY CLINIC TO BE
IN BENTON ,DECEMBER 16-19
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Cf:CAL STUDENTS ON !
TATE UNIVERSITY'S
rommrrTEE OF 240

Brewers Romps Over Benton
As Sharpe Defeats Hardin

A free X-ray clinic will be
7 To lelp acquaint high school
in Benton .December 16- 17, 18
iors and others with a the
and 19. Those . persons who
iyelity of Kentucky, the
MANY
MARSHALL they were beginning to her- have not had an X-ray made
OF
Committee of 240, discontiued
County's most colorful basket- ald him as the great star he are urged to, take advantage
during
- the war, is being reFortified
be.
out
to
turned
produced
in a
ball teams were
of this free opportunity. X-rays
+rganiied at the Univeriity. .
little school - a community, by Milks, Allen, Dub Defew, will be made each slay from
The Brewers Redmen chalk-, Leading the Sharpe attack war 2 , Two, U. K.' students - a boy
for that matter - that no lon- Nunley, Schumacher and a 9 a. m. to 12 and 1 p. m. until
ed
up a 60-22 victory over the' Inglish, center, who tossed izr
as
possibleittn4 -fr girl, so far
others., • Birmingham 3 p. m.
ger exists. I refer to Birming- few
Benton. Indians
at
Brewers 20 points.
University
represent
the
tourna'Will
the once-proud -port" fought Sharpe's state
Frilday
night.
Sharpe 55
Pos.
Hardin *1
in each of Ky's 120 counties.
here riverboats and barges, ment champions right down
Van Mathis was the leading Arant 10 . F
VAUGHNS
CHAPEL
11.
W.
Wild,
Director
of
Public
took on and discharged pass- to the finish line before bowo,
Hiett 11!
-F
Relations, has announced that scorer for Brewers with 22 Metcalfe 7
ing in the district tour4 TO SPONSON
engers and cargo.
BAZAAR
points
and
Nichols
hung
up
10
Inglish
20
the following students frOm
meat. Fulks outscored King.
The entire history of BirmLampley 10
this county have been selected points to lead Benton.
boys were
Most of these
ingham was vicissitude of loA bazaar sponsored by the SINGING TO 'BE
Linups:
Darnall 4
:i.o
•
membership
in
Birmingham,
the
service
1939,
and
in
back
HELD
AT
ciantai
OF
cal color. The little town sat
Ladies Aid of Vaughns Chapel
Brewers 60
Pos.
Benton 22
Subs: Sharpe - Gillihan 4;
rganization:
on a hill overlooking fertile except for a tough break a- church will be held at the Ken- CHRIST SUNDAY DEC. 14
V. Mathis 22.
F
Cole 5 Hardin - Canup 2. Johnson,
larence
L.
Frazier.
Gilbertsmight
High,
Murray
gainst
At its feet. the
valleys.
tucky Utilities, 406 Broadway,
Cope 11
F
D. Phillips 2 and Wilson.
*i1e, Ky.
River
Tennessee
wound have ben champions. For some Paducah, Ky., on Tuesday, DeA singing will be held at the
Owens 4'
C
Nichols 10
Oarlie
S.
Holland,
Benton,
Ky
capteam
the
other,
reason
beautiful, forested
through
Benton Church of Christ on
cember' 16.
Creason 7
G Phillips 1 HARDIN
banks and 'spread out like tured the fancy of all imparA variety of goods for sale: Sunday. December 14 at 2 o'Thweatt 12 . G .
Thompson 3
The Hardin Blue Eagles scorthe silver robe of a medieval tial obsiervers and had as big crochet dollies, sweater sets clock. The public is cordially
Subs: Brewers-T. Mathis 2,
followings
as
genuine
and
as
ed three points in an overtime
queen
disfor babies, embroideried aprons invited to attend.
Darnall 2. Haley, J. Smith,
any I ever recall. (Perhaps it pillow cases and spreads. One
ft
-ac-as at Hardin Tuesday night
tance.
Vaughn;
Benton-Boyd, Gilwere
just
because
there
was
to defeat the Benton Indians:
In the old days the darkies
hand made quilt of a large
liam 1.Rose.'Siress.
26-23.
sang songs of river lore as barely enough boys in school size and beautiful design, pot- JAMES
Score by quarters:
HONOR
tied 22 afl at
The. score
they hoisted cross ties upon at Birmingham to round out holders, clothes pin bags and,
Brewers
J2 26, 46 60
black, sweaty
blacka. Then a team.)
the end of the regular playing
i other hand made articels along TEXAS
Benton
6 9 13 22
OF JOSEPH with some baking.
THE SAGA
time, after Benton had come
there were the scandal days of
every
Marto
known
from behind to take a 20-18.
the light Riders .. the evolu- FULKS is
James Culp, son of Mr. and
The proceeds will be used
Kuttawa for a worthy cause and your Mrs. M. A. Culp. Rciute 4 BenCounty fan.
and oblivion. shall
edge. at the end of the third.'
tion of TVA
INDEPENDENT TEAM HERE
The Sharpe Green Devils period.
but help 's'ill be appreciated.
IN THE FACE of such an claims him, of course
ton, Ky., has been named 4as DEFEATS HIGHLY RATED
held the upper hand all the
Linups:
interesting
it Birmingham bred and producbackground,
an honor student in Abilene METROPOLIS SAT. NIGHT
way at Sharpe Friday night Hardin 26
seems only fitting that Birm- ed him: More will be said of
Pos.
Rental! 23Christian Colege. Abilene, Texto defeat Hardin's Blue Eagles, Thompson 3
F
Cole 9
ingham's
basketball
teams Fulks in subsequent columns,
as, for the first half of the 1947
In, one of the best played 55-31.
F
D. Phillips 4
should sparkle with the same so let us keep on the BirmingHeitt 6
fall semester. Abilene Christian iind hottest contested games of
Sharpe piled up a 32-12 lead Siress 4
effervescent
quality
C
Nichols 6
of
the ham path for - the time being.
College counts .the scholastic ihe season. the Benton Lions
at
halftime and coasted in. Ross 7
candid
opinion
It
is
my
itself.
The string of BirmG
G. Phillips 2
town
top ten percent of each class slid by the highly rated MeThompson 2
...
ingham basketball greats be- that the 1940 Birmingham
Miller 1
G
as it's honor students.
ropolis Bonifield T ru ckers
OPENS,
gan around 1931, when Mc- team might have been the
Hardin-Conup
I
Subs:
He is a sophomore student *ere Saturday night. The game
SHOP HERE
Coy (now Brewers) Tarry, Bob state champions if Fulks had
4; Benton-Boyd,
in Abilene Christian
was close and fast from the
there his senior
Goheen, Wilford Baker, Pro- remained
where he is
En- Tery beginning. The lead changVerlie Reeder has opened -a
vine and Dunnigan were in the year. They had an outstandglish.
Ad places a number of times watch Repair shop in the Craw SHARPE 51, NEW CON. 29
ing team anyway - Nunley,
harness.
with neither having a great ford-Fergerson
HAYDEN HAYMES PASSED
building.
Mr.
The Sharpe Green Devlle out
the two Defews and SchuMany
believe this team
advantage. ! '
Reeder,
who
is
.a
native
of
Oak
scored New Concord
ELVA MATRON DIES
macher rounding out the big
was among the county's best.
Orily a bandfull of fans saty Level has been engaged in the corh Tuesday night 51-29.
punch,- with help from freshIt went to the state tournaSATURDAY, DCCEMBER 6
this game that was !equal ' in watch repair business for the
Lester English was high seer'
'
men and grade school boys
Hayden Haymes died at his
ment - and had to hurdle
playing ability to a college past ten years is quite capable er for the
who produced later Birming- home in Detroit Sunday, Dea
fine teams from
GilbertsMrs. Lavina Bouland died at game. - We wonder IhoW long it of making any repairs.
err.
ham teams of consequence.
at the age of 26. Fuvile, Tolu, Tilghman, Brewthe
home of her son, Albert will . be before the people of
Lineups:
The Defews and Nunley were neral services were held Weders and Benton to get there.
Benton and the surrounding
Bouland,
Saturday,
December
Sharpe
51 Pos. N. Concord 2'
With
Fulks
legitmate
stars.
nesday at Walnut Grove with
After the famous five were
communities realize how much RAYMOND TRAVIS USN
Arant
8
F
Thurman 4
around, there is no telling Bro. Lake
Riley officiating. 6. She was 80 years of age.
HAS
graduated. Birmingham farFINISHED
TRAINING
Funeral, services were held they are missing by not attendMetcalf 4 F J. Winchester
how far they might have Burial' was made in the church
AT
TRAINING
only moderately well for
CENTER
games.
C
Williams 14,
L. English 9
gone. The big basketeer took cemetery with the Linn Funer- - at the Bolton ! cemetery Sun- g these
ear or two.
The next home game will be
day
at
3
o'clock
with
the
Rev.
Lampley 9 G T. Winchester 2Raymond
Travis.
Then came the Watkins boys Kuttawa to the semi-finals alHome in charge.
USN,
son
his _ wife, W. H. -Horton officiating, • The With Cayce here Saturday
G
Dowdy S
He is survived by
of Mr. and Mrs. M. Travis of Darnell 2
Billy and Sanders - Jack on his own two shoulders
Linn Funeral Home
was in flight at 7:45.
Sugs.: Shrape B. English Si
Heath, the second Baker and that year - and he had but Mrs. Margie Haymes; his parRoute
1.
Calvert
City.
has
comResults of the garnet played
charge of arrangements.
ents. Mr. and Mrs. Spencer
pleted rearuit training at the New Concord Coleman, Wilson
scads of others to turn out a little help.
is
In
addition
to
her
son,
she
it
week by the Benton 1;a ons
The post-1940 years at Birm- Haymes of Glade; a son, DanNaval Training Center, San
string of strong, but not great,
follows:
as
is survived by four grandchilaggregations. Sanders Watkins, ingham produced Clayton and ny Haymes; two sisters, Mrs.
Diego, Calif., and has been ad- CALVERT 43, BARLOW 49
dren.
BENTON
AT
became
one
who
Dunn.
Smith
Alice
Cope
and Mrs. Ila Bolen
vanced to seaman. second class.
if I recall correctly, then dropThe Calvert Wildcats refeotMetropolis M
Benton 55
In thq course .Of his trainped out of school for a year of the best players in Benton's of DetreVi; and a brother, WilBarlow-Kevil
higla
ed
the
Fort
11
22
Dunn
When
1944.
and
in
1943
history
NOT
1 CE
liam Haymes of 'Detroit.
ing the recruit is taught seaor so, only to come back big48-40
school.
at
Barlow.
TuesEdwards
16
11
\reale
was
school
the Birmingham
manship, Navy customs and day night.
ger and better.
,
Armstrong 3
Prince 6
IN 1937 THE boys from the closed in 1943, Dunn transferr- INFANT DAUGHTER OF
terms, basic ordance. an gunThe regular monthly c meetBarlow-Kevil led during the .
Buchannon
11
Hurley
his
father
where
to
Benton,
ed
MR.
AND
MRS.
JOEN F. COX ing of Post Number 85 f The,
riverfront had one of the most
nery. signaling and navigation.
first half. but Calvert City
Barfi-ld 2
He learns proper diving and
unusual teams to watch I have bought a service station. Other DIES TUESDAY, DEC. 9
American Legion meets Mon- S
took over soon after the third
1‘11 rnto
2
rd 1: Pr -in
elsewhere
and
players
went
by Sanders
ever seen. Led
swimming, life
s, ving, and period opened.
day night, December 15 at 7:30.
Anna
Louise
Cox,
infant
dau
Wilcox
10.
3,;
Metropolis
Watkins. one of the county's the end of Birrhingham basket- ghter of Mr. and
shipboard fire fighting,
Each member is requested to
Mrs. John F
Tarkiogton led Calvert City'
AiT CALVERT CITY
greatest players ever, they al- ball had come.
Upon -completion of his !rain
bring
a
service
man
as
guest
Cox, of
scoring with 15 points arhae Gilbertsville, . Route
nton
56
Calvert
City
.41
really.
BUT
HAD
IT?
Not
ing the recruit is assigned •ithmost upset Kirksey. Little Jul1, died Tuesday, Liecember 9 at this meeting, and all memAdams and Crews make 12.:
F
Pugh 10
om 10
er to units of the fleet or to a
ian Washburn was, on the team For if anyone ever saw guys
bers are 'urged to be present.
Funeral
services
were
held
each for Barlow-Kevil.
V. Brian 2
F
Reggins
6
Julian
Watkins.
Sanders
like
school for specialized training.
- one of the hardest scrappers
The guest speakers will be
at the residence of W. F. EnLinups:
P Smith 16
C
Burley, 10
of that era. Wallace was around Washburn, the Bakers, Tarry, glish, Wednesday,
Rep.
•
Wilford
S.
(Shorty;
TraDecember
C.
CITY 48 Pos Barlow-K
10
16
C.
Brien
Veale
host
of
and
a
Fulks
... and Harlan Ntinley, the six- Goheen,
NOTICE
at 1:30 P. M. with Lorenaa vis and State Senator Waggon- Luttrell 4
C. MoLeinore 3 F Walker .5.G
C. Brien
forget
never
they'll
.
.
others
own.
his
year star, came into
Fieldson officiating. Burial was er of Mayfield will speak on Veale 16
Tarkington 15
F
Crews U'
G
Capps 5
Joe Fulks played too - but them. As long as a basketball in the Bethel
Harry E. Peryman, Cortact
cemetery with the .GI Laws to come in • the
Solomon 5
G=
Adams 12'
Subs.: Benton Burd. ThornpMarany
nets.
on
the
strains
he was so much overshadowed
Representative. eterans Admin- Sewell
next Jan- sbn,
Filbeck and Cann in charge. General Assembly
G
Pt-ovine: Calvert CityHodge 2,7
by the others that few people shall County court, You can
istration, is in BfrNTON each
uary.
Besides
her
parents,
Mr.
and
Walker
7
G
G.
Trice It
Elam,
Stice,
Harris
2.
Smith
4
rerninbet there will be a few
noticed.
2nd. and 4th. WEDNESDAY at
Let us try for a 100 per cent
Mrs. John F. Cox, the infant
Subs: Calvert
C-Hall
tattle 2.
the
that
recall
minds
inscent
A year later it was an althe
COURTHOUSE
between Crops 9, Andrews. Brooks, B.
is survived by her grandpar- attendance at this meeting.
Score by quarters:
together different story. Peo- glory of Birmingham.
the
hours
of
9:00
a.
m.
and
3
a:A MoLemore, C. Walker 2. Barents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
W.
F.
En
Paul
Gregory, Benton
16 26 29 56
ple not only noticed Fulks- (NEXT WEEK: Gilbertsville.) ' glish and Mrs. Edith Cox.
p. m., to assist veterans
low-Kead.--Moss. Brunson, Rohl
Commander. C: rt City
their dependents
with
their has, Citss. Gholson_
FUNERAL SERVICES FOR
problems of education, on-thejob-training,
farm training proSMITH MATRON HELD WED
gram, hospitalization. out-patient treatment, National SerMrs. Edna Kerby Jennings,
vice and Government Life Inmother of the publisher of the passed away Tuesday. Decembsurance, disability compensatDue to the shortage of peof
her
daught
the
home
er
2
at
Murray Democrat, died Friday
ion or pension, G. I. Loans, vo- trdeum products the Service:
in a Memphis hospital.
She er, Mrs. Jewel Colson on Golcational rehabilitation, and all Stations of Benton will alterwas 72 years' of age. Funeral den Pond, Route 2. Funeral
other benefits to which veter- nate closing on Sunday. Staservices were held in Murray services were held Wednerday
ans may be entitled under the tions included in this arrange.Sunday and burial was made at the Wilson cemetery with
laws administered by the Vet- ment are Benton Service Sta.in the Murray cemetery. She the Rev. J. J. Gough officiaterans Administration. Veterans tion, Phillips Service Station.
waa.t,,. the widow of the late 0. ing. The Filbeck, and Cann
and their dependents are cor- Marshall County Service StaJ. "leanings, former newspaper Funeral Home was in charge of
dially invited to visit Mr. Per- tion. Texaco Service Statics,. .
arrangements.
publisher.
ryman each 2 nd. & 4th. WED- Myers Gulf Station, D-X SerIn addition to her daughter,
NESDAY that he is in BEN- vice Station and J & M Ser.- she .ts survived by her husband
MR. AND MRS. F. 0. LEE
TON to discuss their problems. ice Station.
Charlie Smith; a brother, Will
TO CELEBRATE 50TH.
Boatright, Gilbertsville, Route
WEDDING ANNIVERSARY
1: and two grandchildren, ShirMr. and Mrs. F. 0. Lee, for- ley and Robert Colson.
merly of Birmingham but now
g in Kuttawa. Ky. will
JUDGES SELECTED FOR
ate their Fiftieth WedBENTON ,CLEANERS SANTA
ding Anniversary December 16.
CHILDREN'S CONTEST
Friends may call anytime
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Henson of, of five children: two daughtertaduring that day.
Mrs. Genoa Filbeck and Mr.
Route 1 will celebrate their! Mrs.
Clinton
Edwards
smaii.
Holland Rose have been select56th wedding anniversary Sat.: Mrs. W. C. Myers of Route
ed as the judges for the conurday, December 13.
three sons. A. C. Henson and'.
Don't 5forget inmates at the test sponsored by the Benton
Mr. and Mrs. Henson were - Edward Ilitoson of Route 1 anal
Marshall County Poor Farm. Cleaners for children under 12
united in marriage by the late Jamie J. Henson of Berilasa..
We have 8 women and 3 years of age. Prizes for the
magistrate Henry Thomson at They have 125 grandchinatar
men. Three of these, perhaps, best drawing of Santa Slaus by
the home of the bride's par- and 5 great grandchildren.
Twenty men whose combined crafts and skills are his designs and blueprints, to the polisher with his buffing
will never see another Christ- a child will be awarded on representative of the myriad trades contributing to pro- tool, from the chemist to the hooded welder, these are the
ents. They have lived their enThe Tribune-Democrat jams;
Saturday, December 20. The duction of a motor vehicle, pose at Flint, Mich., with a men who keep the nation's traffic arteries humming. Demas.
tire Married life in Marshall with their many friends Iss'
contest closes on Friday, Dec.- 'milestone rnodel"-the 20,000,000th unit produced by spite production difficulties Chevrolet has produced its
Let's make them happy.
county.
wishing then, many more yam;
Chevrolet to its 35 year histyry. From the engineer with latest million ears and trucks in almost exactly a year.
Mrs. Ebner Young. 19 at 5:30 p.
The Hensong are the parents of married life.
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(able
efeetrie
and
Floor
lamps at Heath Hdwe." and
Furniture Co.

Some natives of Australia
have a unique poital system.
-Mail men" there carry a message stick, with a notched message on it. Th, stidk is carried
in a net bag.

1

Coal Heaters

Wilson airtight wood heaters
Coles Hot Blast and Magazine
heaters at low price at Heath
Hdwe. and Furniture Co.

WARM MORNING TYPE

Reg $51.95 Now $31.95

' N$
14
40

•

sake

Horton Washers, Hot Point
Electrie Stoves and Refrigerators, G. E.,Stoves and Refrigerrtars, Gibson ,Electric Stoves
& Refrigerators, Heating Pads
Dinnet Suites, Bedroom Suites,
Studio Couches, Kitchen Cabinets, Philco Radios, Duro
Thurm Oil Heaters, Estate Oil

7
. -0
6
6

DIA V0/40

RI N

$

•144 mama aso..11.14,

Furniture is a gift that will bring,lifetime happi:
ness and comfort for every member of the family.
Bring the whole family into
our store .. see our fine selection of Home Furnishings. Good
quality with prices that are
right makes this store YOUR
STORE.

T,REASURE
A whispered word ... a
tender kiss . . . a Keepsake
Diamond Ring. On:y one
diamond in hundreds meets
the high standards of quality
maintained through six
decades by Keepsake, the
Mose famous name in
diamonds.

BEDROOM SUITES, LIVING ROOM SUITES
PLATF6RM ROCKERS
ODD CHAIRS
DINETTi SUITES
TABLES
LAMPS
BOYS' WAGONS
TRICYCLES
SLEDS
COOL,ERATOR REFRIGERATORS
/

rr

,/

Heaters, Innerspring Mattresses, Lamp Shades,
Clocks, Table Lamps, Pressure Cookers, Toaster etc.

H. C. Lucas Furn. Co.

Easemito OILCANS
bppageramo# Rai 300.00

NORTH MAIN STREET
Ky:

Benton

Warm Morning Stoves, Circulating Heaters,
Oak Heaters, Hot Blast Heaters, Oil Heaters &
Sheet Iron Wood Heaters.

1Coombr WHITEW000
Eopsipsorei Nog 100.00
AM mi.:.1409,441010 4001.1141

\'•

.MI len 1.4
MOS AMMO. hat
4111,011,././4:1,•St

A

WM.‘11. FINCHES

Crawford - Fergerson Co.
Benton

Jeweler
East side of Square
Murray

Ky.

•

*

1;014

Ky.

Qi/ve HO,

,0

AUTHORIZED ICIRPSAKE DIALER

miter
CEDAR Ci-iES'T

•

1

Top Chest—Walnut finith, polished to a
beautiful finish., Has top tray
sad lock

Just the gift item you've
been looking for to keep

2nd Chest-13th Century low tc.::
striped mahogany. Nat the expertly carved
molding .on lid edge
and base
3rd Chest—A masterpiece of craftsman -Up
in waterfan styling! Matched $4930
veneers and lift-up top
•
Cen'.-ury styling
4th Chest—Super'a
Boautifully finished in veneered mal-..ogany
Guaranteed moth
proof

$79.50

her cosy 'n snug on cold
nites and mornings. Well
tailored flannel.

.
$6950

$12.95:

/
k 0/,

•

•

Sue/
ALL YOUR
G IcTS
An aut.

BUDGET
PLAN

MEI. MN.
••••••

ACCESSORIES
What woman wouldn't be thrilled
to own one of these fine chests! It's
the perfect gift for the one you love!

Accessories that
glamorize T nfl

LAY AWAY FOR CHRISTMAS
DELIVERY

her with gl es,
V

bags, scarfs,
jewelry.

Driver's Shoppe

pri

Paducah,

• .•!„?FaRD
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etsBall!
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Delivery Aywhere
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CHERRY GROVE

days when I hauled in Christ- was the "WE", who
wrote the/ says, "No, 83, and also stated
mas Trees on an old Dodge' card stating "they
wished forl he had 20 grand children. 20
Time, as usual, has winged car over in Tenn. I thought the
granrhildren
and
one
their Model A or Model T great
us, along till now the Christ- trees could be the greenest in
back", they gnawed the corners great great grandchild." All tomas Spirit, is here, and Christ- Tenn. The children were the
of their little
history: their gether, they could have a
mas shopping is on in earnest. happiest in Term., and probabmouths watered for Hot Ta- Noisy Happy Christmas and
Just what city this Scribe ly the Christmas Joy for this
males". They liked my -Thanks- wouldn't need any fireworks,
will go to spend an extra
fif- Scribe ended in Tennessee, and giving write-up. Wish I knew Mr. Freeman!!
teen cents, I haven't decided that's not Grove News either.
Was good to see Mrs. Reece
if it was a Cherry Grove
yet; might be in Newberry' While thinking of this Grove
Barrett
and little sOn on Fris
School Chap who wrote that
new 'store or Woolworth's
in Reporta _l_ see the little grand note. A few of us who chewed day P. M.
Paducah. Probably
little _up_tablet
end . up sons, Noel andMr. and Mrs. Lubin
Reys aisd gnawed of the
though, hunting two for a
Mrs. Neal corners ofnic- sons of Mr. and
OW-books- -are- still nolds lift Sunday for their
kel in our own TOWN, a
good Blagg, galloping over the floor living: I happen up on one of I home in Detroit after spending
place to shop.:
playing like they are little
them every now and then. Mrs the Thanksgiving Holidays in
The decorations of our own barking dogs. Yes, they spent Josephine Copeland Jones, way the Grove.
county seat has such a wel- the week end with their "Tuc- down°near Calvert City was a
Mr. and Mrs. Robt. McKenperhaps pleasant find this summer. She dree
e appeal and the citizen ky Grandmer", that
of the Grove had for their
re so thouglfrful of beauty was Christmas enough for me was a Cherry Grove Student. dintier• guests
recently
the
to see! Not supposed to be hap- Mrs. D. T. Waldrop, once a
d cheer that it looks like
grand mother. Mrs. Bob Smoththe
py unless I'm miserable any Grove Student, now on Elva.
Spir;t of Christmas is
ers of Scale. also Mrs. Sus;.
really
round the Old Square! Guess way!
Route 1: it was good to see Washburn. Mr. and Mrs. Willie
we, who live out here
While thinking, I see a lit- her.
McKendree, Mr. and Mrs. Harunder
the dimness of kerosene
lamps tle boy way down on the Elva
I'm thinking it could have lan Culp and children.
will be found parked around Route standing in the window
This Scribe had dinner rebeen the Walker Cream Sta\the square enjoying what
me while tion who sent the "WE" note cently with Mr. and Mrs. Floyd
the waving his hand
old town offers us (Decorat- passing. He was, home from
to me this week without a Feezor and family. The Floyd
ions), Wouldn't the Old Square school, Friday, with a sore eye. name on it. Sounds
like 'ern. Feezors are in-laws of one of
with it's new dee-orations
of I'm thinking too, of little Rod- well, I'D stop thinking of it: our Grove school children, Mrs.
this hour look queer to our ney and Randell Poe the twins worry causes wrinkles I de- James Hamlet (nee Lois Ivey).
fore-fathers, who were accus- of Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Frank test them'!
Mrs: and Mrs. Raymond Hunt
tomed to seeing horses and Poe of Route 6. How snug
little son spent the week
and
Mrs. Janie Smith of Paducah
wagons with all kinds of gear- Grandma Poe had them tucked
with
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene
end
•
attended the birthday
dinner
ing and rigging on their
FriHunt, also visited with us on
teams, away in. their little
at
Uncle
Williaro
Houser's
the
and old sacks, thrown over the day afternoon, when this Scribel
Sunday afternoon.
first.
mule of thy Christmas shop- stopped to view them.
Billy Blagg and Bob Gatlin
Mrs. George Cole, Mr. and
ping days happen to be
snowy'
Thinking how lucky Mothers Mrs. W. H. Thompson, Mrs. are back home from Detroit,
and cold? Perhaps a young up- are, whose sons came home
Greenville McGregor, Mr. and after a few weeks stay in that
start or two, in a top buggy, from the war. This bunch of
city. WILD Bill (Billy Blagg)
drive up and threw a $2.00 war dead that has just arrived Mrs. Roscoe Tyree, Mr. and is in Centralia this week visitHouser
Mrs.
Fate
also
spent
lap-robe over their well-curri- here
in our county and adjoin- the 5th Sunday with the Wm. ing his brother, Neal.
ed nag. Well, that young uping counties. Our War Heroes, Houser family on Moute 3.
Mr. and Mrs. Avery Greet
start was called a white col- who have been shipued home
are terribly young to be cele
Yes!
and
I
am
thinking
of
lared DUDE. No good, just a for funerals in the old Horne
how pleasant it was to see; S. brating a Golden Wedding an
wreck. Shore afraid he would Churches and burials in
the L. Freeman at his home on
—
Congratulations
the niversary
go to the dogs sooner or later. old Home Soil. Sympathy to
Paducah hgwy on ithe Marstiall 'Children from this Scribe: they
Fifty years from now - people these families from this Scribe.
and McCracken line. We were tell me the first 50 is the worst
of this country will ..be Christ- Continued
through guesirig ages — He
sympathy
says "I half.
mas shopping at any city in out the Hoiiday Seasons. This
thought you were a young woMrs. Archie Nelson tells me
the United States, reached by Grove will be thinking of you.
man": I guessed 'him 70 and he that she will celebrate next
plane, just as easy, as today
This time I'm thinking of
this Scribe can motor to Padu- Mrs Dora Crowell of Elva,
cah in the Model A. It's the Route 1, who is not a well
time to hurry, it's the mechan- woman. She has been seeking
ical automatic age. We older healthy climates for years: my
ones are just in time to see it's best wishes for you. Also for
infancy.
What will the full Claude Wallace, who was ungrown age be?
. fortune in
rib
breaking a
Gee! I am supposed to be recently. God healthy wishes.
writing Grove News, and my Wishes don't cause things to
mind is running ahead 50 years happen: I've wished this whole
and then backward
to days week through to know, who

HOME AGENT SCHEDULE
year a Golden Wedding Anniversary: she is almost over the; office to wish — myself al
Happy B'day, cause Thcarsday
worst half!
Ann E. Garrigan, Marshall!
of this week, I'll be passing a, County
Demonstration
Hope
Well, I know one thing,
announces the followAgent.
mile
stone.
I
rather
it
was
a
never celebrate a Golden Wed-I
ing schedule for December II.
ding: but I can go Christmas1 mile stone than other Stones
and 13.
have
seen.
shopping, so let's shop while
the, Shopping is good —; a few
Happy Bday Roscoe Tyree.
December 12, Palma Homemore days left to spend that Happy Bday to
that Dad of makers, 1:30 Mrs. Ida
Mar
fifteen cents, SEE!
Mrs. Mary Phipps of Route 6 Dunn.
S. Just passed by the who passes his 70th mile
stone.: December 13, Office.
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LARGEST SELECTION OF TOYS
AND GIFT GOODS AT
THE 10C STORE

(6,4

Lowest price on Dolls .. 4.98 to 5.95
Metal Wagons .79 - .98 - 3.95 to 10,95
Tricycles with spring
seat t
10.95 to 13.95
Toy Dishes
49 - 59 - 98 & 1.98
Magic skin Dolls
Story and Color Books

\
.
.
„
e

4.95, 5.95 & 7.95
10c up
50c
40c
1.98
1.49 8.7. 1.69

Chritmas Cards, box of 50 for
Chocolate Drops, per pound
Regular 2.98 Table Lamps
Tree Light Sets

BEN FRANKLIN 10C STORE

Benton

Ky.

Santa's Personal
Selection Is Here

The immensity of our collection defies all
attempts at description. You'll have
to it -see to appreciate it. You'll find Bicycles
and Tricycles
Wagons, Coasters
and Scooters . There are Dolls, doll Buggies
and doll Clothes.... Yes, and Airplanes. Fire Trucks. Dump Trucks
Pistols. Holsters and lowboy Suits
Games and Building Sets, and goodness only knows
how many other BRAND
NEW TOYS.

LOVELY DOLLS
DOLL HOUSES
DOLL BEDS
DOLL BUGGIES
DOLL FURNITURE

We large you to visit this department at the earliest possible
date!

OFFICE HOURS
8:30 to 12:00. 1:00 to45:00 daily-Tuesday and Friday avenInga 7:00 to 8:00

NEVER BEFORE SUCH A HUGE ARRAY OF TOYS!

OVER RILEY and *REAS STORE
Phone
2752 Rea. 2193

Modern in Design
AIRPLANES
TANKS
JEEPS

Benton, Ky.

00000

©@00C)

HORNS
DRUMS

A CHRISTAS GIFT?
A KALAMAZOO GasRange

SMALL PIANOS

Tri-Statei Gas Co.
on the Miyfiield Highway
Benton, Ky.
Pho. 4162
We have an Easy Payment Plan. -It's fun to heat with "G A S"

SCOOTER .

CHAIRS and
TABLE SETS

RECORDS!

Special Lay-Away Plan

BENTON RADIO & ELECTRIC
SERVICE HAS A LARGE STOCK
OF NEW AND USED PLATTERS.
PRICED AT 15e & UP.
Benton

311 Kentirky Ave.
Ky.

-'--

Sargent Paint Store
Paducah, Ky.

KENTUCKY
THE TRIBUNE-DEMOCRAT BEN'TON,
ALTOONA NEWS
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ail of you who write to
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the time.
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give me
you
to
on my first pitiful attempt toyo
mission.
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S ur.
write for this paper. and
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me
all of you who sent
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the
from
,clipping
ier Journal, where my . column' Another Sunday has Passed
.
had been picked up by Ken-1 and
it sure was a rainy one. I
thanks,
say
I'll
over:
all
tucky
get to go to church but
didn't
;
again. ,
heard a' good sermon and singAnd to all of you who ask ing over the radio.
me . questiOns, I'll answer one
We are rejoicing with Mr.
here and ' if this gets by the and Mrs. Elroy Warren in the
waste basket I'll answer the arrival of a baby daughter wiao
others as I set to them.---but made her arrival December 3.
you ,write me any time you The young lady weighed 7 and
wish to. If I can I'll answer. one fourth pounds. She has
If not I'll simply say I don't been named. Marsha CaryaL
know.
Mother and bady are doing
To the lady of Benton Route .
9. who asked me what could i fmeDonna Ray Jones has returnbe done to keep Toyko Rose
home after being in a hosthe
to
back
coming
from
pital at Louisville for almost
States? The people of the Yel- 3 months. due to infantile parlow Race cannot become citi- alysis. and she is almost as
zens of the United States by good as new. Donna we sure
Naturalization, but do by birth are glad you are home.
of which she fortunately is one
Mrs. Sam Warren isn't any
and unless the U. S. Governat this writing.
better
ment chooses to prosecute her
Mrs. Jess Lovett an
and
Mr.
for being a traitor to her counmoved to their
try (as' they would you or I) children have
Route 1 that
Dexter.
on
home
to the
she will come back
from fitga
bought
recently
Jess
States and not a thing can be
f.
Welcome
done about it. unless some G. Willie Hopkins.
I.
John
Mrs.
and
Mr.
I. prison* of war at the hands
bed
were
children
of the Japenese desides to take and
Mr.
of
home
the
in
a hand in it. she will live in guests
and son
the lap of plenty and enjoy Mrs. Reed Jones
•
Sight.
urday
of
freedom
the luxUries and
Hillbilly
the Nation which she tried so
hard to destroy.
DEC. 31 IS FINAL DATE
By, Goes Altoona:
FOR REINSTATING
By goes Mr. and Mrs. John
G. I. INSURANCE
Filbeck of Calvert City. with
a load of farniture, moving
December 31. 1947. is the
here some
where.
down in
final date for reinstating G. I.
Hope it is near by for she is
physical
insurance without a
.
.
a cute little body that I would
examination. Veteran Adnauuslike to know better.
tration officials announced reBy goes Ms. and Mrs. Fred
L centls-.
Tracsi with a load of furniture , Veterans are advised ato act
moving to Livingston County,, immediately to
delays
avoid
reminds me of the fellow who which might result from an indid not like the way the Gov-'I creased number of applications
was being run and ,i just prior to the deadline date.
said that he wasn't going to
Until the end of the year. a
live under it. he would just I veteran may reinstate
I.
G.
;
move over in Livingston Coun- i term
insurance in most case
ty. '
I by simply signing a statement
By goes Mrs. Beatrice Owensl to the effect that his healt.
and Mrs. Peggy Smith and son , is as good as when the policyr
t Caityshopping trip to Cal- i lapsed. Then, by payment of
f%ieorm
S
two monthly premiums, his UI see by the ads that the! surance can be reinstated.
Long Concrete Company has
G. I. peacetime insurance,
Aquella waterproofing. I won- • available in amounts from $1,der if that will stop leaks in 000 to $10,000. provides for a
d
basements: I have a leakylchoice of beneficiaries, seven
basement and a bag of Aquella.; plans of insurance and four
But the leak is in the base-, modes of settlement, including
merit and the Aquella is in the , in a lump sum. Veterans enwash-house: has been there for gaged in hazardous occupations
the last eighteen
months (I are covered by full amount of
wonder if it. will ever stop the their policies with no extra
leak?
; payment charges.
I see that the Nurseries have: VA said Kentucky veterans
Evergreens advertised for salea have reinstated $93.685.000
during the
I know better than to go to the; G. I. insurance
Nursery for I sipaply can't get past ten months.
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LOVELY LIVING ROOM SUITES
STUDIO COUCHES
All priced right for you
$72.50 to $175.90

COFFEE,
PLATFORM

.

END
& RADIO

ROCKERS

TABLES
$4.45

$9.95
to
$34.95

$10.00
CHAIRS
RUGS
$9.95
1.00
tp
$14.95
$19.95

BEDROOM SUITES
that every woman

";

wants. See them

Modern DINETTE

$89.50 to $134.95

SUITES to add to
any kitchen

I

$39.50 to

Anounces the opening of an office
in the Crawford-Fergerson Building in Benton, Kentucky.

EACH WEDNESDAY
Benton

Eyes Examined * Glasses Fitted
COMPLETE' OPTICAL SERVICE.
Ky.
220 Broadway
Paducah

••
THE TRIBUNE-DEMOCRAT BENTON, KENTUCKY

The
I3:enton
Homemakers
Club met November 24 at 130
p. M. in the Music Room
of the
High School. In the
absence of
MrS 4ames Faughn,
-Temporary pNsident, Miss
An
Garrtgan,
Home
Demonstration
Agent, called the
meeting to
order.
• Permanent
officers
elected
were: Mrs. Rollie Smith.
President; Mrs. Herman
Creason,

Mr. G. N. Britt, TVA
ion Engineer, will hold
demonstrations on gully
trol in Marshall County
will show how check dams
be built, using sorghum
ice, that will retard gully
ion.
December

16, he

will

NEWS FROM
he teaches that we must give.! OF CHRIST
struct dams on' the W. D. Nel- BR1ENSBURG HOMEGREGGSTOWN
Minister
Young,
M.
he
Elbert
as
according
"Every ,.man
son farm in hack of - Darnall MAKERS MET DEC. 5
purposeth in his heart, so leti Sunday, December 14, 1947
.
School. December 18, • he will
People are killing hogs sad
10:00 a. m.
The [regular meeting of the him give: not grudgingly, or of Bible Study
be on the Orvis Churnbler
about done corn pics
are
m.
a.
11:00
Worship
a
loveth
God
for
necessity:
Club
Briens urg Homemakers
farm on Route 68 between the met Ia the -home of Mrs. cheerful giver." (2 Cor. 9:7) Sermon Slibject "Give '!As Wor- aVergia Thompson. our whim/
teacher in on tee sick list thin
.- City and Gilbertsville Wayne Wyatt, December 5. The "liyon'the first day .of the ship"
=C
!
week. We hope she gets bottle
devotional was given by Mrs. week let every one of you ,lay Preaching!
7:111i0 p. m.
soon.
very
Ct1:0 Brandon.
ye
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T
him in store, as :God hath S er m o n 1 Subject "PremillenA planting demonstration, usNursery' has sold
Johnston
by
,
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enieb,o nialism"
htehnat Itheern
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ing pine seedlings, will be held four
Miss May Jones of Bentenk,
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members enrolled.
erinhgirmw
rthd
Ladies Bible
tne same day on each farm.
two of the largest Evergreens
Miss (1 Corr, 16:2)
The 1 sson was given by M
. 2:45 p. m. •
E.
Home
in the Nursery. being 15 feet
Ann
Garrigan,
we
Agent.
re to give in order to Prayer Meeting. Wedn
All farmers are invited to
tall' and brought $29 each. Miii
cial hour was conducted! be bleed. "Not because I demost
7:00 p. m_
visit the demonstnation
Jones has many pretty shrub
by M s. Dycus Blandon after' sire a igift: bet I desire fruit
"Come. Let Us Reason Togethconveniently located.
v. hich rcfreshnierus were- serv-i that rn#y abound unto yoer acbery in her yard.
er"
ed.
! coant." (1:1•111. 4- 17) We are to
c.rs of the Club 'will: give to lay up treasures in beaMe
J. H. Starks of Route 1 vii
SERVICES AT BREEZEEL.
meet vith Mrs. Frank Green-'
in town Monday on business,
- ' ven and to prove ottr love to
noute 2 stag
BETHLEHEM
ANNOUNCED
17. 1948 at, God a_;_,
field.•. January
C. R. Stinrett
no man. Too, we are to
Monday.
Benton
in
1:30 P M. prc•aching
the
.
support
'to
1 give
_____ __.• _ • ._,_
Rev. J. J. Gough announces
Holley Trear of Brewers 11711
of the gospel. -"If w.: lave
VAUG N'S CHAPEL
for
blowing
the
Bethservices
town Monday.
things,
in
spiritual
1 sown Unto you
UNITY NEWS
CO
W. E. Trimble nf Route I
. ' is•.it a great thing if ii e shall lehem charch and Breezed l for
was a Monday visitor here.
o yo LI December.
re4p carnal thipgs? —
Toas , of the week to Mr. and
not know that they %chi h nunJ. L. Tyres. o: Route 3 was
be
Preaching services will
!enn Peck who became
theMrs.
igter about holy things, live of held at Bethlehem the second a visitor here Monday.
•
p rents of a baby girl on
Gilbertstrille
the things of the temp e! And; and fourth Sundays at 11 a. n‘.' Paul Wells of
S da , December
on bus.
Monday
..they which wait . at the alter
Benton
in
was
Sunday
school
will
be
held
Juni r Cloud of the I.I. S.
are partakers with the alter?i at Breezeel school each Sun- mess.
•
days
wh
Navy is spending a few
hath the Lord ordained day at 2:30 and preaching at
Fven
parents. Mr. and !Mrs.
with
the 3:30
preach
that they which
Bree (tloud.
-gospel should • live of the gosMr. and Mrs. Bill Smith of pel." (1 Cor. 9:11. 13, 14)
Detroit Mich. spent a few days
- HOW MUCH SHOULD
last w ele with friends and rel-!
.
.
WE GIVE . l'i
atives[n this community.
,
rethren
Corinthian
Here's hoping my good friend. The
I`
Edna Jessup. who is under the 'were taught to "first gi e their
well own selves unto the Lord." If
be
weather will soon
we do this everything else will
again. be cared for. We are taught to
rocently fl.te
BrO. 0. D. Spence has recent- eh-4e\ as we prosper, according'
li• been very ill. He was unable o our ability, and to give as
to fill his regular appointment we. purpose. This giving is to
this week at the Presbyterian be done regularly each Lord's
church. I always enjoy a v4it day. We are to give through
with Bro. Spence. a man of the church. If one finds a per-I
strong' courage and undying son in need it is his duty toj
faith. - Somehow there's an at- give unto him in so far as hei
peaceful repose is able and the case merits his;
mosphere of
created about these inspired giving. We are to give willing-1
servants of God. In their vivid ly and cheerfully. The poor wiHis Holy dow gave her mite, but gave!
intrepretations of
Word they show us how to from her heart. She gave more
live.better, how to see beauty! thaii those who gave of their
in the simple things of life andl abundance. "For if there be
most of all to find pleasure inl first a willing mind, it is acHim. Here's hoping Bro. Spence! cepted according to that a man
wil soon be up and out agaid.; hath. and not according to that
812)
Mr. and Mrs. W. 'H. Barrett he bath not." (Cor.
abound .in
Christians
Many
after
have just returned home
and! maoy good works, but fail to
daughter
their
visiting
husband. Mr. and Mrs. Edgar! give of their means unto the
Lord. "Therefore, as ye abound
Hamilton, in Detroit.
Bro. Phillip Yancy and wife in every -thing, in faith. and
of Grand Rivers. Ky. were the!,utterance, and knowledge. and
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.! in all diligence, and in your!
Loyd Jessup. Bro. Yancy is the; love' to us. see that ye abound i
pastor of the Little Cypress' in this grace also." (Cor. 8:7) I
BENTON CHURCH
Baptist church. •
Mr. and Mrs. Will Rudolph'
were in our community Sunday, risiting Mr. and Mrs. W.!
H. Barrett.
•
Community Singing was held
Sunday afternoon at 2 o'clock',
at the Presbyterian church.,
These Singings are held occasionally on first Sunday afternoons and the public is always'
invited.

BENTON, KENTUCKY

See These Used Car
1946 Chev. F'master Tudor (fully equiped) 1825.00
1940 Chev. Tudor (Delux) Radio & Heater
950.00
1941 Ford Tudor (Delux) Radio & Heater
915.00
1938 Ford (Delux)
500.00
1941 Chev. (5 pas Cpe) Radio & Heater .... 1150.00
1940 Ford (Delux)
950.00
1939 Chev. Tudor
800.00
1939 Chev. Tudor ,(Radio & Heater)
850.00
125.00
1936 Chev. Tudor
1946 Chev. Stylemtster Radio & Heater (fully
1775.00
equiped) 6,000 miles
2250.00
1947 Chev. 2-ton Truck, factory-built bed

DUE TO THE SHORTAGE OF
PETROLEUM PRODUCTS, THE
BETTER SERVICE STATIONS OF
BENTON HAVE AGREED TO ALTERNATE OPENING SUNDAYS.
THIS WILL GIVE SERVICE TO
CUSTOMERS, ALSO PROTECTING THE SUPPLY OF GASOLINE
= t
BENTON SERVICE STATION
PHILLIPS SERVICE STATION
MARSHALL COUNTY SERVICE
STATION
TEXACO SERVICE STATION
MYERS GULF STATION
D. X. SERVICE STATION
J. & M. SERVICE STATION

Kentucky

DO YOUR CHRISTM4S SHOPPING EARLY
COME TO:

MEN'S BILLFOLDS
FOUNTAIN PENS
WATCHES
PIPES

EAR RING and PIN SETS
CANDIES, in Christmas Boxes
CHRISTMAS CARDS
CHRISTMAS WRAPPINGS
We gift-wrap your purchases
FREE.

Cornwell's Cut Rate

Elbert M. Young. Minister
,
(A s.-nopsis of sermon for
.
Sunday. December 14)
GIVING AS WORSHIP
Giving is an act of worship
raying, obgerv- !
as is . singing, )
mg the Lord's upper. or teaching the Truth.' All Christians,
'
are' taught to give unto the
Lord and his work. God has al-1
of'
ways required a sacrifice
in people. The story of Cain:
and Abel is the first example'
Of an alter being made unto!
God. it is the first example:
of sacrifice on the part of the
creature unto the Creator. The
first thing Noah did after com-1
ing ftom the Ark was to make
a sacrifice unto God. All thru l
the history of Israel. God re-1
many sacrifices unto!
quired
Him. We today must sacrifice'
onto Glad. We must give of'all
,
we Have unto Him.
MATERIAL
TO
RELATION
THINGS
All that we have today, belongs to God. "The silver is
mine, and the gold is mine,
saith the Lord of hosts." (Hagrai 2:8) "For the earth is the!
Lord's, and the fullness there-'
of." (1 Cor: 10:26) "For . we
into
this:
nothing
brought
world, and it is certain we can;
carry nothing out."(1 Tim. 6:7);
Goa gives man the power to!
obtain wealth, happiness, or to!
be successful in anything. All!
that we are or ever expect to1
be is because of the blessingsj
and goodness of ,God. There-1
fore, we must give ur4r) him .We are but stewards of that!
Life
which God has given.
reaches it's fullness, or it's climax in giving. We are to give
of our time, 4 talentg, money
and services.
WHY GIVE
God wants us to give. in fact

FOR We have the following items in stock for immediate delivery:

Norge & Philco Refrigerators
Washing Machines
(Norge, Ro-to-ter and
Duchess)
Electric Ranges
Philco RadieS, complete
line to select from 23.95
and up.
Proctor Irons
Kitchen Cabinets, complete.

Estate Coal Heaters
S32.50 (less than wholesale price.)
Bendix Automatic
Washer
Apartment Electric
Range (cheap)
Combination Sandwich
Toaster & Waffle
Iron.
Philco Deep Freezor
Bendix & Ironrite
Ironers
Norge Space Heater
APPLI.4NCES
THEM

BENTON

AUTO
EXCHANGE

Mr. and Mrs. J. D, Gamrnel, owners
Kentucky
Benton
I

BIDS FOR
NOME FOR
THE ERECTION AND CONSTRUCTION OF A SCHOOL
BUILDING ON HIGHWAY 68
NEAR* FAIRDEALINq, KENTUCKY. AND FOR THE COMSCHOOL
A
OF
PLETION
BUILDING AT BRIENSDURG
KENTUCKY.
Notice is hereby given that
sealed bids will be received
for the erection and constructIan of a school building on
Highway N. 68 near FaudealMarshall
in
in& Kentucky
County on the property conwe"ed by the Marshall County
Board of Education to the Marshall Fiscal Court, until 10:00
o'clock A. M., Saturday, December 27, 1947. Said building
Is to be erected in acebrdance
with plans and specifications
prepared by Tandy Smith, Architect and which plans and
specifications are now on file
in the office of the Clerk of
the Marshall County Court and
may be examined by all persons interested in bidding on
said work. The contractor
be required to complete sa'd
building not later than August

L

1948.
be
Separate bids will also
received until said date for the
completion of a school building
at Briensburg, Marshall County, Kentucky, which building
has been partially constructed
by the Marshall County Board
of Education from it's genera/
funds. Said building will be
completed in accordance with
the plans and specifications
prepared by Tandy Smith, Architect and which plans and
specifications are now on file
in the office of the Clerk of
the Marshall County Court and
-ImaY be eX41fliBed by a per-

be required to complete said
building not later than August
1, 1948.
The successful bidder or bidders on each of said projects
will be required to execute a,
performance bond in accordance with his bid.
reThe contractor will be
with
quired to fully comply
Sections 337.510 to 337.550, inclusive, of the Kentucky Revised Statutes and the schedul6
of wages and hours to be folof
lowed in the ' construction
said building at Fairdealinft
and in the completion oiriaid
building at Briensburg have
been established and prescribed
by the Marshall County Board
of Education and by the Fiscal
Court of Marshall County and
are attached thereto and made
a part of the plans and specifications fOr said work.
Bidding forms- for said work
may be obtained at the law
offices of Lovett & Lovett,
Attorheys, Benton. Kentucky.
The right of reject any and
all bids is reserved by the Marshall County Fiscal Court. No
bids will be received later than
10:00, A. M., on Saturday, Decem6er 27. 1947.
Done pursuant to order of
the Marshall Fiscal Court, duly
adopted at a regular meeting
thereof on December 9, 1947.
Mark Clayton,
County Court Clerk,
Marshall County,
Kentucky.
In 1777, James Madison. who
later became President of the
United States refused to theat
the electors to rum and punch.
after the custom of the time;
consequently, he was not reelected to his state convention.
4ccoraiiir w the Encyclopae,

tons interested in bidding on
said work. The contractor will din Britannica.

You don't have to be clairvoyant to know that the one
you love would simply adore
having a lonely boudoir chair
for Christmas! Why not surprise her, or let her come
down and select the one she
prefers1

WILL THEY BE HAPPY THIS
CHRISTMAS WITH A
FINE DESK? ...
You bet your We they'll be happy
... this Christmas and next Christmas, too! For here s a gift the
whole fa:ally will appreciate and
thank you for.
Mahoga.r* ineelaole desk . , . hand.
rubbed finish, spacious drawers With
polished metal
hardware.

$52.50

Charming desk in walnut finish.
7 drawer style. You must see It
to appreciate its stunr.ing beauty!

$29.50

Lumber, Millwork, Doors, Builders Hardware, Paint

Gov. Winthrop desk with the accent on beauty, stjle. and utility.
cal
Christmas sale price
eJV
. . . so !awry!

$89

DELUXE FEATURES!
• Strong, Hardwood Frames
• Tufted Spring Seats and
Backs
• Bright, Gay Csiors •••

CARD TABLES
Sturdy choice
colors
A. Note the novel shaped back
and rounded cushion
front!
B. With form fitting oack and
covered in floral •
cretonne. Only
C. This chaisette is something
every woman would be
thrilled to own!
D. Boudoir chair and matching
ottoman! A "must" for
her bedroom!
Other styles in choice
covering!

$29.50

Now is the time to plant those
Evergreens.
We do Landscape work.
ROY SCHMAUS NURSERY
Benton -On Mayfield Highway- Ky

$39.50
$69.50

$67.50

YOU MAY PURCHASE EVERYTHING ON
CONVENIENT LONG, EASY PAYMENTS AT
RHODES-BURFORD'S

WATCH CLOCK
REPAIR
ALL WORK GUARANTEED
For One Year.,
VERLIE REEDER
2nd. floor Fergerson Bldq.
Ky.
Benton

One of these lovely lamps certainly
belongs at the very top of your list
cf practical and beautiful gifts for
the home! Rhodes-Burford has a
wide selection to choose from, all
at this low Christmas price.
BRONZE BASE FLOOR
LAMPS
Polished bronze base
floor !amps with washable. hand sewn shades.
Bridge lamps available
also a: this low price.

This big, massive Lilt-back k
chair and ottoman is definitely a man's gift! Completely springfilled and richly upholstered in colors
that men really like.

$29.50
BEAUTIFUL TABLE
prMPS
tciu1site • designed table lhm
of enchanting beauty! Provide
your :.00m with more
light and attractiveness!

At 130 o'clock P. M., Saturday, December 20, 1947,
on the premises of the old parsonage of the Benton
Circuit, located about one-fourth mile from the Benton city limits on the Benton-Murray Highway. and
until recently occupied by the Pastor of the Benton
Circuit:
One residence consisting of five rooms and a basement, a garage, smoke-house and out-buildings, and a
ga7den spot. This property is in first-class condition
and the residence is in good living condition and is a
well-built house.
The purchaser can have immediate possession.
-The Benton Circuit has recently bought another residence and this is the reason for selling this property.
There will also be sold at this time, one coal oil
range, practically new, one range cookstove (wood),
one refrigerator, one wash kettle, linoleum rugs and
other articles for use in and about the home.
The Board of Trustees reserve the right to reject
the bid upon the parsonage property.

MATCHING BOUDOIR
' LAMPS
Rare besu:ies to light
your bedroom and to
blend with its color
s?heme! Buy a pair at
this Special Christmas
price!

Telephone stand and matching chair. Graceful, st-ardy
construction. „
Value!

$19.50

IT'S OFTEN SAID—"You get more

ft

ALYERT CITY NEWS
Mr. G. Harper became sick
end was taken to the Veterans
iospital at Marion. Ill. His
;ondition remains grave.
Charlie Vasseur is also req0usly ill at the same hospi1.
fr
lldris:Harpe
both of C
Calvert
r t MCris'
ty Vvais
s-their husbands in the Vet'ions Hospital in Marion. IlL
Friday.
Lloyd Mathews, of Wis. is
visiting Wm. R. Draffen.
; Mn. John Russell and chil
Ir
of Paducah spent the
end with Mrs. M. J.
arias.
Mrs. Martin Powell and Mrs.
ewt Coursey were shopping •

Lu

r

in Paducah Monday.
en with appendicitis - last week
Mrs. Herman Kuzineckee and, and is in the I:
C. Hospital in
Mrs. Lex Hulen were shopping Paducah. tie is
getting along
in Paducah Monday.
very well.
The Training Union Revival, Thomas Davis, of
Murray,
is a huge success throughout spent the week end with
his
this
week
at
the
Baptist parents; Mr. and Mrs. Lawson
church.
T. Davis here.
Mr. and Mrs. George Lamb, Mr. Wm R.
Draffen is imof Hopkinsville spent the week proving his home
with a new
end with Mr. and Mrs. John; water system.
Harrel of Calvert City.
Cecil Stice is now employed
. Marietta Ford vitited her. at Chicaga. He is a structur
al
aunt. Mrs. Dellia Mingn of iron worker.
LAchfield, Ky. over the week'
Mr. Taft Stratton it building
end.
w home
•
Mr. Richard Hall was strick•
Morehea
Luther
d, Raford
with the U. S. Army in. Italy
is visiting his mother, Mrs. Va Dees, Gene Smith and Falfonzo
da Hall. 'Dick- has been in th Saltsgiver all of • Calvert City,
Route 1 killed hogs Saturday.
Army nine years.
Mr. Harold Hall was strick- The weather report for this
vicinity is much colder for the
next twenty-four hours.

B.F.Goodrich Silvertowns

KY. SPENT $106,284.29
IN POLIO BATTLE

MOUT ALLOWANCE
for your present tires

You gm "extras" in B.F.Goodrich tires —
extras that cost you no extra money.
First, there's a broader-faced tread that puts
more rubber on the road, increases mileage.
More and sturdier cords give the cord body
extra strength. Don't delay. Come in today.
PLIIS
TAX

Ooly 1.S0 Down
1.2$• MINA

EASY WAY TIRE STORE
Benton

Kentucky

B.F.Goodrieh
FIRST IN RUBBER

The Kentucky Chapter of
the • National Foundation for
Infantile Paralysis spent $106,284.29
fighting
battle
the
against polio in Kentucky in
the lat fiscal year, Merle E.
Robertson, Treasurer of the
Kentucky Chapter reported.
These expenditures • included
$50,360.06 for hospitalization of
polio patients, principally to
eleven Kentucky hospitals. Mr.
Robertson pointed out that by
using established hospital facilities and other agencies such
as
the
Kentucky
Crippled
Children
Commission.
the
Chapter is able to devote approximately ninety-eight and
one half cents out of every dollar received to actual prevention and treatment of polio.
Clint McGregor of Route 2
was a visitor here on Monday.
G. B. McGregor of Gilbertsyule was in Benton Monday
on business.
L A. McGregor of Route 1
was a Monday visitor in Benton.
Hays McKendree of Route 1
was a Monday visitor in Benton.
James Norwood of ; Hardin,
Route I was among the Monday visitors here.

The Graves County Auction Company, Inc.,
incorporated for the purpose of conducting recently organized and
Livestock Sales in May,field, Ky.
There will be 400 Stock Holders each perso
n is eligible to buy one
(1) share of Preferred Stock at $100.00 per
Common Voting Stock at ,-1.00 per share. share and one share of
The Board of Directors will be chosen by
the Stock _Holders in a
meeting to be held at the Court-house,
Mayfi
eld, Ky., on Saturday,
December 20,1947.
Anyone is eligible to subscribe Membership in
the Corporation by
put-Chasing one (1)- share of stock.
There are approximately 100 shares yet to be
sold. This stock can
be purchased from either of the temporary direct
ors: Williard Waggoner, Jess Legate, George Bush, Adron Doran,
Reece Barton, Connie Dyer, Clyde Johnson or Pete Gray.
Below is a list of names of some of the outstanding
mess men of Graves County who have bought stock. Farmers and bus
Claus Helm
Holland Bros.
T. H. Mullins
Ernest Mullins
Woodrow Oliver
C .W. Younk
Jess Legate
James E. Dernuse
Norman Henderson
Willaird Waggoner
Corbett Davidson
J. A. Parks'
Bennett Phillips
Norm Davis,
Dr. Priece E. Ray
Herman Shoor
H. L Gaby
Clifton Usher
Chas. • P. Tokio'', Sr.
H. W. Morgan
Paul Mullin
A. C. 'Pickens

W. R. (Bill) Beadier
L. G. Northington
Gabe Martin
Gable Magness
Adron Doran
G. L. Speed
Floyd Speed
C. C. Wedding
C. E. Johnson
Clayton Hargrove
Jim Ed Hargrove
Lewis Anderson
H. M. Suthard
J. Tom Putman
L. C. Holloway
E. W. Donahue
Rube Ford
Allen Goins
M. W. Hortsfield
C. C. Wyatt
B. F. Williams
Pete Clark

A. F. Durnerant
Neeley Gorman
Alvis Barger
Mock Brooks
Tom Thomas
L. S. Anderson
Robt. Beadles
James Hawkins
Connie Dyer
E. T. Camp
A. N. Wilford
Clay Huchens
Ordway Hendon
Ode Mullins
Gable Garland
W. H. Horton
R. H. Barton
L. C. Jones
J. S. Jackson
E. F. Warren
Geo. Erwin
Joe Beadles
Lewis Erwin

MN THE CHRISTMAS SAVING CLUB NOW

A few 'cents each week will assure you of a large check next
Christmas.

You will lever, realize you are
saving the -money until you get
your check and then you will have
money to buy your presents.

'14W 10 nal
moan OF

We will be glad to explain our
Christmas Savings Club to you.

' This new club is for all our customers and all others who wish to
save weekly for next Christmas.

A Small Amount Each Weekm A Check Next Christmas

Benton

Kentucky

THE TILIBUNE-DEMOCKAT sr.KroN, KENTUCKY
lIameriecemadasia
TID

BITS
of
KENTUCKY FOLKLORE
By
Gordon Wilson, Ph. D.
Western Kentucky
Teachers College
Bowling Green, Ky.
SAINTS AND SINNERS
Last week I took a fling at
li aornie of our cherished AmerLean myths, myths that many
;Active as if they were extracts
from Holy Writ. For the most
tpart no one is particularly
;hurt by believing those childish interpretations of history,
unless he assumes an arrogance
ibmiaise of his rl superiority. To a st ent of genuine history rather than mushy
sentitatentality
most
of
this
myth-making seems funny; it,
smacks soeften of senility and
'Alertness, with their sonsequenti
dreaming
of
impossibilities.,
While we are thinking aboat;
these myths of gentle birth,
great learning, and ,wealtt4 let
as think a while about the
amually great myth of the moral superiority of our ancestors.
I grew up to think that my
• awn generation were a set of
',pygmies as compared with the
k.elcier race. Over and over we
nacre reminded
that
Grand-41/sec This and Great-Aunt
That would not have done thus
ao. Since most of us
/bought only of the
of the
Say School picnic idea of
pioneering, we never dreamed
Itliat the hardships of pioneer
life might have taken their
attip of moral values, too The
silly thing now is that hurtads of grown people, who
lore been exposed to history
-and who certainly should know
-a:tittle about human
nature,
still cling to this childish worszhp of the good and great people whose puny descendants we
.are Slightly paraphrasing the
ordrds of the great quack psvbkgist
we felt
that
'reevieration by generation in
way we are growing
-xyry.e and worse." A little his-,
_zense
would
correct
son* of this if ofily we would

pioneers,
to make them much worse than
they really were. I do not sympathise at all with this. extreme, no more than I sympathize with the oldster who
speaks in a broken voice about
"My Dear Father." If we could
remember
r
that the radical debunker k trying to read only
presenbiTalues into history and
that the myth-maker is defying all that happened before
he was' born, we will see that
both are false to the true spir-

of Paducah, spent the weekend here with her parents. Mr.
and Mrs. Marvin Culp.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Moles,
Mr. and Mrs. Cerbett Collie Mr. and Mrs. Hayes Noles and
of Paducah, spent, the week- Walt Chailiciler were visitors in
end here with Mri, J. G. Col- Paducah "unday.
lie and Mr. and filrs. Wallace: Mr. and Mrs., Wilford ChandChandler.
ler were visitors in Benton
Jo Francis C.ay4n. who has Monday.
been seriously ill " very much
Mr. and Mrs. Edgat Brien
improved and Was, able to re- and, children of Route 7 were
William T. Soc:ctvell of Gil- turn home from
he hospital here Monday night visiting Mr.
bertsville was among the Mon- Thursray.
and Mrs. Aubrey Grace.
Mr. and Mrs. Fe:est Smith,
day visitors in town
Mr. and Mrs R.;by Cox and

The flying lizards of the Malayan region have a fold c f
Tabletop
skin 'along the sides of the
oil
ranges.
body wtfich enables them to
oil cc
er
tree
gliding
from
flights
make
to tree.. According to the En- Hihcf.. ani
clyclopaedia Britannica, these

Gee. Winthrop serretar, De*
Mahogany, with 4 drawers

$97
.
50

Gov. Winthrop Half Secrkary
Desk. Base only, 4 drawers

$78
.
95

litagasana gni Tables
of w anst or mahogany.... •
Lamp Tables-walnut, mahogany CO ar
or inapt-. per:o1 ar aladern style qc111.71/

OfS

to mann

Drum; Tables, In
Chippendale,
Sheraton

mahogany or

$8.50

c

to 432.95

walnut, Donz-a.n

Phrre.

$12.50 to $26.50

$12,95-$17,50

Cha

Stediudif Desks. sturdy, well-built, walnut
aerekoolenkl...

beautiful styles is matched

womb-

$11.50_12335

Chairs to match,
above taistes

With chintz or cretonne covers. Sag seat or
fun sprin canstruction - frames et maple,
‘tgl‘
' ............,_
witInut--er •rerstaiffed - in a riat of calors.

i

PRiCED

Table Lamps, with pottery bases, shades
Special
parc:senent
.b
Chinese Camel., bases Of pastel colors,
Special
silk shades
Crystal Lamps, with silk

Bookcases of mahogany Baia. 24 lashes
four shelves, open frost

•
Special
shadea
.
50
Meta: Lamps. Duboanetiishades c6

Illstekcasim in walnut finish. LI inches wide.

well osuctrueted. *pen front

pet:tal
and bases
Colonial Lamps. milk Cava with shale
ogfuzilk

$12.50 to $18.50
Chaise Lon3ues ta match
many af these chairs

Porcelain Lamps, with decorated bases,
'with gold trim, swirl sila shades, in
. $22.50 to $28.50
Metal Lamps. with glass; shades, in ereen,

colari .

i
.S' 1
'4

Walnut or amiliagank - Isu pring canstructi.In - in tapestries,
Or eontrastant coLtrs.

velour, or dainlika Matching sett

$10,50 - $17.50 - $21.25

MAHOGANY BED ROOM or LIVING ROOM
ROCKERS
Doinean Phyle, Wintlso: or Colonial styles as with 'prim;
sestet and padded bark, upholstered in needlepoii: or fine tapestries.

$1350 - $14.95 - $39.50 - S39.95

red or
$10,95
,
white
ALaddin Lamps. In a proftriion of style's
andA-"patterail with Attache Oases. 'hostel
ef Oar. velour
and whippolite $7.50 to $9.95
Isrge Colonial Lamp;. in floral eiesigus,
beautiful base and st...ad
s9s5
I. match
IFEJ4/7

111

1

1374e. lia3011121tIlt

Single Deer Bookcases in walnut only. Z3-t
wide, 4 iiieres, adiu.stable

Ot

Small Book:A:sea in walnut,
trout. IIlliebefl

styles. 6 sad /-way ligh:iing with w-ighted

wide, open

$13.95 - $14.95
tin/mullet

:ALADDIN Floor Lampe, in ivory and
shadzs of
41311.
pareAusaent. velour or ilWoielite

1/4631CLOG4,

to finish,
4 sbeises

sturdily constructed. 2 skim ready

$835 to $1035

1.

BOUDdilit LAMPS
All Styits

"'es

i

.•

$15,95 & $16.50

,
Duntsu Pityte Cockoiii fable, in %shoeany or walnut, with reissue- si a ar

fr.'isitr glass top
ig sa.Ap
Ir
ti. '
Period Designed Cocktail Tables, ins L•(-

I

any or walnut, a style

'

salt everyone-

/

Jittipattern

(_Loines

End
style

$5.95

$6.95

HAMPERS

nett Indlt

Coffee Tables-in
walnut only,
removable trays
Servettes-wita mahogany frame, colhipsitle, with beautiful floral or scenic
design, large assortment
of patterns
$4.95

Platform Rockers - with walnut
frames. Spring construction. pillow
backs-in ta”stries. velours. wihairs sad r.-iese, a color and pattern to suit the most exacting

$23.50,r

MET.4.1)
SMOKERS
MAGAAINE RACKS, walnut or ma!trigany,' all -styles
$3.75 to $3.95
.
BED LIITES - silk shades. in all colors
and styles
$3.50
FIRE SCREENS - scenic and floral designs.

s

Cocktail Tables. large, spacious in Adatn
style. beautiful carvings, of
,o
woods
$3.95matched
$30

Duncan Phyfe Coffee Tables - solid
walnut, with removable tray, heavily
constructed
beautiful finish

$12.5O.

*itacit sod white

$23.95 - $26,50 -

Coffee Tables, with removable trays,
its mahogany or
walnut
$13.50

$5.95 to $13.95,.

COLONIAL LAMPS
in new styles and patterns
5-PC. VANITY SETS
of erystal
HL RRICANE LAMPS, Crystal
Mobnaii base
5-PC. VANITY SF,TS-shades.( par
in all +colors

Platform Ratters spring
eaastruction
in seat and back and
then a heavy pit-

owed back in tap1
estries. velours ec
frieze. All colors 114
with •t t• se a a Ilia
match.

$635

AD51.1RAL TABLE
RADIOS
ELiti-KA CORDLESS IRONS
fully guaranteed
FLIP TOP TABLES
waluat QC mahogany
MAHOGANY SERVING TABLE
with tray

Tablei-walsur-moh.-

$17.95.p
$19.95
$29.50 to $31.50

$23.50

Tilt back Chairs - vita Wanes* I. match. PttIow
backs,
spring construction in taPestrie9or
$62
.
50 " $69
.
95
velours, lasting construction
Barrel Back Chairs - mahogany frame, large
spacious. me auisitely tailored In taupe, blue, green, or
fold.
full spring construction, tapestry or damask
$76.
Large Living Room Rockers - hi-back, full spring
construction, with walnut frames, in
tapestry or damask, all colors $17.50 to
$29.50

51

Wol. or Mah. Ceder chests
built with half troy,

or maple -period or modern
Office At
/ Lindsey's Jewelry Store

Sue Waltham of Benton were "wings" are often so gorgeo
here Sunday visiting Mrs. W. ly colored that the animals in
W. Wilson and Miss Josephine flight resemble gaily colored
Wilson.
butterflies, but the body IS uswhen
T. W. O'Bryan .and Walt ually of a sober hue and
wings are folded, the
Chandler were visitors in Ben- the
change is so abrupt that the
ton Saturday.
animal itself seems to disap-

And you'll find just the gift yaJ want- in fine furniture or furnishings - at the price
you want to pay - Visit Switzer's today -"Select your giits- Use their lay-away plan or their easy payment plan. Your purchase will be delivered when you desire.

- Dr_ Warren H. Wilson, in
his masterly study QUAKER
EIILL: has shown that even so
quiet and basically
moral a
people as the Quakers were, in
the glorious pioneer times that
we rave so about. set-day Unmoral. I kmr.t.• Dr. Wilson Peranally and can say that in no
sense was he a sensationalist:
_.r.e was re.)t trying to !)e a
_muckraker a debunker. In pursuing a study of the solid cO•'
t .4eaker settlement where la-served for, many years as ,the
pastor of a union church, he
WIIS merely stating f.acts that ,
were documented as, well • as
any histcrirpl fact that tre"
_Ar_mow. In Miss .Tulia Neal's reet BY TIIEIR
FRUITS..
31t1d
the very
, of
tticcessfW
'Shaker settlement at Cauth
Criion, between Etowling Green
Russellville.
there
and
are•
T.:le/Ay of eyiderees that imsetorality was, cOtr-on, though
crowned on by 1*--e Shakers
and punished tocordingir. 4ust 1
-4.-here the-:e myth-makers get
en,
.eir conception of . the, ioiod
• teeers 25 nnly-vehito• I have,
reever klown. Frankly I. atispeet that they have nver,
'.r.rowri up.
!Some years act° I was attend-.
'a teachers' institute
at,
1-7--reentrille. The instructor was.
.. - ne of tlie most successftil city
eoperiteendents of flte state
an in Pdditioo a serious Stu- .
• ,dent of history. 10 one of his
siticIrrs:os The was stressing the
- l'eenty to retard all past
Ereat. sll oresent
• -ents
a -.rot as silly or puny. He menta. vied the myth' of our honest.
aenreators. who did no wrong
----el conceived no wrong. He
- -en' himself up to his full
a feet and thundered. "And
t my grandfather boasted of
kacing voted for Andrew Jackon seventeen times in a single
selection." I hope that many of
tae ancestor-worshipping peorle who were present that day
-b..are remembered his words.
It is • the custom of many
',..7resent-day novels. to helit-

it of history. Your ancestors
averaged
and mine probably
pretty much as their descendants do," ip other times and
places. Some were ahead of
the procession,
hind, but most of them were
no better and no worse, than
the average. That may be, hard
on our cheerished mytfts, but
it is probably the plain truth.

.. $4.23 to $32 50

$56.50 to $67.50

Cellarettes-in mahoganya comp:03 home bsr,S56.50

What nott-vie or
corner or
Of wall styles
$9.50 to $19.50

Mayfield. KentuckY

--

ABC and Apes elected, washl ture Co.
land plenty of end and Bee. paraftzre Go.
ers at Heath Hdwe. and Fural-1 Kneehole desks, eedar ebesla tables at Heath Mitre. sad,

BULOYA, ELGIN
GRUEN, WALTHAM
BEM,HAMILTON
AND MANY OTHERS

And what a TOYLAND we've arranged
this year. Santa has put his 0. K. on our
stock of gifts that every kid will love.

TRICYCLES .... DOLLS .... WAGONS
BASKETBALLS .... FOOTBALLS
SAIL BOATS .... ROCKING HORSES
SKATES
SLEDS
• DISH SETS

THE DIAMOND STORE OF THE SOUTH

Visit our TOYLAND .. See our selection
of Gifts .... Toys for all ages.

W. D. HARRIS, Manager
So. 7th Street
Mayfield, Ky.

TRAINS .... SCOOTERS
BICYCLES .... DOLL HOUSES
STEAM SHOVELS'
TRUCKS

Bring The Kiddies To Our Fine
TOYLAND

specially priced for

With A Big Fan That Really Keep You Warm

Christmas Sales

Choice of lovely satin Comforts, Blankets: all wool or
part wool and many items including lovely Nylon Hose.

They'er Going Fast!!
But
We Have A Few Left

Dpn't Delay
PHILLIPS SERVICE

Station

Calvert town.
Charles Wallace of
Perry Greenfield of Route 5, A. F. Riley of Mayfield, Rte.
W. C. Fields of Gilbertsville,
Tuesday
Benton
in
was
City
buson
Tuesday
in
town
5
was
was a visitor in Benton Tties1 was in town Monday.
Route
on business.
Mess. .
day.
Gardner of Hardin, Rte.
D.
T.
was
Brewers
of
Ross
Alton
J. I. York of Mayfield was
D. B. Griffin of Route 1 wr.ts
visitor here Monday.
a
was
1
a business visitor here Tues- a
in town Tuesday.
of Gilbertsville
Green
D.
J.
Wednesday"'
AT
WANTED
M. J. Gruener of Gilberts.j day.
4,ALES.MEN
Hardin Ross of Route 5 wets
town Monday on busiin
was
Route
E. H. 'Coy of
V. A. Wilkina of Route 4
vti;itor
business
'pNCE — Man or Woman for a visitor in Benton Monday. on yule was a
on: Monday. in Benton Monday on
here
a
Vtor
was
here Tuesday.
•
Etawleigh Route. Real opportu- business:
i
.
Julius Rasch of Gilbert=re
•
Harold Cox of Route
Mrs. Myrtle BBrandon of
Hamilton o Roiltile 6
nity for worker. Experience
Mis. Harley ,Woods of 'Route
in town Monday on busiwas
Monday.
town
in
Route I was in Benton Monday
preferred but not necessary. 2 was in Benton Monday shop. was in Benton Tues y.
BARNETT ELECTRIC &
was ness.
Dept. KYK- ping.
W. S. Heath of Brieniborg shopping.
REFRIGERATION SERVICE Write Ravneigh's
Mrs. Roy Harrison of Hardin,
in
Ill:
Gilbertsvile
6
Route
Freeport,
Jr.
of;
J.
of
Brien,
W.
920-234,
was a business visit4r in town
J. D. Woods
Highway 98 at 95
1 was in Benton MonRoute
d5-12p was in town Monday.
was among the Monday visiTuesday.
Hardin, Ky.
shopping.
day
was
Paducah
Rotate
Hardin,
of
tors in town.
Wade Davis
• H. I. York of
I. G. Junes of RcIute
Herschel Jones of Route 3
FOR SALE — Good -1938 2B. C. Brooks of Glibertsville in Benton Monday on business.
1 was a Monday visitor here in town Tuesday,
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immediate sale: inschool, 2 miles south of Palma.
Ky. Come and pick what you
N7-D27p
like.
B. D. Nisbet will be in Benhave several
ton on December 15, 1947 for
refrigerators
the purpose of aiding and asCompany
WANTED: To buy all kinds of
sisting veterans and their deBenton, Ky
hoes and cattle - especiallt;
pendents wit htheir problems.
and fresh cows.
Elmer G. Brien,
FOR SALE — business, house _springers
See F. F. Titsworth
arid residence in Benton. Well
Service Officer.
Residence, Shame,
boated. Inquire at Tribune.
address: Benton. Ky
Democrat office, Benton, Ky.
Route 6
OlOrtsc
ed
SALE — F-Farmall tract- FOR SALE — Thoroughbr
bor and equipment in good con- Herford hogs. Bred gilts will
dition and a full stock Jersey farrow in March. Papers furFOR SALE — Delco Light
Plant. Sekl cheap. See
J. H.
Benton, Rte. I
D5-26p

roR

2 fliiles from
/
bull located- 11
Galen Hiett
Calvert City, Ky., on the forMarshall Co. Service
DeHaven farm. Also
Inerly
Sation. Benton, Ky.
D12-19
bur Jersey cows.
Hoover & Phelps
SALE — 100 acre farm.
Mayfield, Ky. Rte. 6 FOR
}128D19c
more or less. 3 room house
I'M COAT FOR SALE — with hall and two porches. Lo2 mile from Oak Level
1
Mrs. Vesta De Brule has a cated /
Benton.
Wick Seal Fur Coat for sale. road. 3 miles from
Contact Modrell Radio Shop Joining Dr. Washburn farm.
See Chas. McGregor
from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m for a
- Benton Rte. 2.
N28rts D12-26p
bargain. Phone 4901.
RTTENTION FARMERS: Diayour Mail
Mount and bring
Boxes to me. Painted alumina= and your name for 50c.
Chalmer Etheridge
Benton, Ky.
P28D5p

FARM FOR SALE-130 acres,
well located on highway, 3 mil
es from Calvert City, 20 miles
from Paducah. Approximately;
70 acres ulliable. Good 4 room
house.

WANTED--Kitchen sink; 'dolt- Calvert City, Ky.
hle or single drainboard.
C. E. Alio
Ervin Poe of
Monday.
Calvert City, Ky.
D12-1

Thursday 3:00 - 7:00 Friday Matinee 1:30 Night 7:00 - 9:00
Saturday continuous 10:00 A
M. to 12:00 Midnight
Sunday 1:30 - 3:30 - 8:30 P. M.
Monday-Tuesday 7:00 - 9:00 pm
Wednesday 3:00 - 700 - 9:00
THURSDAY & FRIDAY sPecial road show continuous from
1:30 P. M.

BE SMART! BE THRIFTY-1
Hoot mon, take a tipefrom your penny-wise "Sandy"
Claus and buy those precious wee gifts on the easiest
terms in town! They're nationaly advertised! They
are sparkling beauties! They're sure to please your
bonnie lass or lad!

ENT.JitE Og AP4.0"41. Lov,

D12-19p
Men
. Added
was
cartoon, "Along
of
Memories
"Sing A Song

era-

Friday Matinee, Dee 12-13
nrday
DOUBLE FEATURE

e
Choice OF

WATCHES

Ai*

FOR MEN AND WOMEN!
precisionHandsome time-ftieces
srnartly
duty
accurate
built for
styled for shining beauty. Wonderful values for just $29.75 - with
months to pay! See them today!

Serial, 'Jack Armstrong",
Chapter 15

But plenty of tirie for you to come
and select and have us deliver a
nice Bedroom S ite, Sofa Bed, Living Room Suite, Cedar Chest, Innerspring Mattre3s, Magazine Hot
Blast or Fuel Oil Heater, Coal and
Wood Ranges or Oil Stove.
Sofa
Beds
$72.50 up
@
,© Living Room Suites ........ 174.50
CI Bedroom Suites
89.50 up
s
Deep
Simmon
Sleep Mattress 39.50
Lane Cedar Chest Walnut
Finish
49.95 up
@
Red Cedar Chest Walnut
Finish
29.50
@ Battery Radio, complete .... 38.25
@ Radio Batteries
6.95
© Hot Blast Coal Stoves ...... 34.95
O 32 piece Dinner Sets
8.45
0- Stainless steel knives and
O
2.45
C) forks, per set
io 30 pc. set, knife, fork 48. z spoon 8.95
@
End tables, Radios, Table Lamps,
6
Magazine Racks, and Floor Lamps.
@
$3.95 & 9.95
e Boy Wagons
Velocipedes, all sizes.
e
09) Pocket knives, $1.00 -1.50 -2.00 -2,50
g Make our store your Headquarters
@
when in Benton.
@
You are always welcome at
©

...0011 CM 51 CEPTAPI ..111)
MTN_ Su OW hlt
LINK IN LAUCIIS
GIVE HER THIS GLORIOUS

Color Cartoon. •'ManAdded
hattan Island"
Traveltalk, "On The Shores Of(
MGM News
Nova Scotia''

3 pc. DRESSER SET
Vanity -fair dresser set
In muted colors that
will blend with your
room - scheme like -a
dream! Jeweler's
bronze trims.

Six twink- Bright
set-of-three
ling diamonds
$209
$204)

I

2

Added . . Color Cartoon, "MoHuba "Hubbard"
ther Huba
Close
Community Sing, "I'll
My Eyes"
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 18
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 19
ROAD SHOW ENGAGEMENT
ADMISSIONS
Matinees: Adults, 75c bud tax
Children, 54c incl tax ,
Nights: Adults, $1.25 Oriel tax
Children. 54c incl tax
PRICECS CHANGE
AT 6 P. M.)
ALL
SUSPENDED
PASSES
FOR
THIS
ENGAGEMENT
ONLY V

CI
©,

:42S1

WESTFIELD
Exceptional
value

Dainty lockets, Chains
$29.75

Gifts of Metal
Engraved
FREE
Name in Gold
Stamped FREE
on any Gift
of Leather
Mayfield's leading jewelrs for over
34 years.

Don't forget every Thursday
"THE MARSHALL COUNTY
JAMBOREE"
at 2:00 P. M.

Lapel pins
for her suits

Ralph Fisher of Detroit ar-t it relatives and friends for a
Eulcley McNeeley of Route 5
in Benton Sunday to vis-I week.
was a visitor in town Monday.,

rived

eraourg
„.
, ,
If you happen to he
wing
through Madisonville S'ot will
notice that three service .1 clubs.
Rotary, Kiwanis, Lions .4 have
their names
on
the
same
plaque, That's to signify cooperation in civic
d axial
welfare work. The sa e spirit
may be found in othe
entucky towns, but not in
tainly it ought to be,
in centers o' less thn 20,000
population.
Dr. Scott E. W. Bedford, for
many years a sociology professors at the Univemty of
Chicago and now a free-lance
lecturer on civic and soeiology.
was our guest for two days of
last week, and he told me that
in many cities services clubs
could accomplish much more,
particularly in costly undertakings, by working
together
instead of going it singlehand-

Every mile gives added proof of

1111G-CAR QUALITY AT LOWEST COST
As more and more Chevrblet owners are discovering,
years cf service mean nothing to a Chevrolet! This cor
has extra strength in every part—built-in ruggedness
and reliability—the excellence that endures. It will serve
you for scores of thousands of miles, and the longer you
fcdrive it the stronger your upprec:ctica of Is
it possesses Big-Car durability and dependability
unequaled .n its field.
Ore look ell tell you thc
Chevrolet out-rtyles all of+
,•
cars in its field. It bri-ji,
you smcrter design—smodr:
colors—smarter upholst•ry
and appointments! It alone
offers a luxurious Body by
Fisher at lowest pikes.

Iasienjoy maximum
riding -smoothn•ss
Said road-steadiness,
boceusis only
et, of all cars
11 Is field, brings
yawthe flrm, easy,
beierced Movement
at the Unitized Kneean Ride

trool

Benton

You can't beat a Chevrolet for
-II-round performon,• %run
.:oncimy. And Chevrolet's
.:-.rld's-chompion Valve-insod Thrift-Master Engine,
in its price range,
...rings the lad ounce of energy out of every gallon of fuel.

The demand for new Chevroles surpasses all
previous records. That means it's wise to safeguard your transportation by briniOng your
present car to us for skilled service, now and at
regular intervals, pending delivery of your new
car. See us for dependable, car-saving service.

Phone 3351

Kentucky

write
me all land the Negro female, 58.00
secretaries to
about civic projects and wel- years.
fare work they have sponsored,
The word mess from the
mainly the things they have
done or are doing with funds Latin, "missun", meaning sent
or ploced in position. Thus, the
from private sourc s only.
As you may kn w already, 'word came to mean a dish sent
Weekly , the table, dining
WI if. fli
t. is
.
.,'
and eventually to
— as a describe the
column without pa
parties into
public service. S rvice '!' club wh.ch
leaders and newspaper editors
regiment is diveder1.
can facilitate my wdrk by !writing me about things done by
clubs or other civ c organizations to make their cities, and
towns beter places to :live in.
The address is Ewing , Galloway. R. F. D. 3, Henderson,
Kentucky.

WHEN POWER FAILS
KOKO

announced by the Board of U.
S. Civil Service Kc aminers at
the
Veterans
A ministration
Braach Office No. 6, 52 South
StaWing
Street,
Columbus,
Ohio. for Registration Officer
positions at salaries from $3,397 a year to $5.905 a year.
Applicants are not required
to pass a written test but will
he rated on experience, including, service in the armed foresome places.- he said. "It"es. The are 1;-e;•
. . 01 . ve,
r1. will
find considerable rivalry
be- he waived fee- nereons entitled
tween clubs, each a bit jeal- to vkerans preference. Detailous of the other.
Wherever ed information corcerning reyou see clubs cooperating, with quirements may b found in ,
all sharing the credit, results the examination axnouncement ,
Applications must be received not later than December 18.:
member the parable
of the 1947.
sons and the seven switches in
Further information and apthe fourth reader. The father plications may be secured from 1
had the sons bring to him the Commission's Local Secreseven switches and he bound tary, Mr. Joe Pete Eley located,
them together. Each of the sons at Benton, Ky.; from the ,Exall of whom were strong men, ecutive Secretary, Board of U.
wa' asked to try to break the S. Civil Service Examiners,
Office
None could do it Veterans Adm. Branch
switches.
Then the father removed the No. 6, 52 S. Starling St., Cothe lumbus 8, Ohio; qr from the
wrappings and snapped
sticks one by one with his Director, Sixth 4 S. Civil
fingers. The lesson to the sons Service Region, New Post Ofwas that working together they fice Building, Chicago, Ill.
were more than seven times
each
as strong as
working
The expectation ' of life at
birth for the general population of the United 1States, based on recent studiels, was 63 55
complishing, and in the near Years for white imales
an 1
i
future I will get as complete 68.95 years for w 'te femal,
a story as possible. I want The Negro males h s a life exnewspaper editors and club pectancy at birth of 55.30 y. a:‘:

Automotive Replacement Parts
Runic(' Rings
Electric Ignition
American Brake Bloc Linings
Mai tin Senour Paint
Tail Pipes
Mufflers

SANTA HAS PUT
HIS PERSONAL 0. K.
ON OUR TOYS
$13.95 TO $20.45

Tots PEDAL BIKE
IDEAL FOR SMALL CHILDOCN BECAUSE
IT IS SAFETY GESIG':ED - HARD TO
ne.Dynti cDOIES RE—LY LOSE FT

AND SFFOOTHER RUGGED CON
STRoCnON FOB LOTS OF HARD
PLAY.

2

A LARGE FAMILY OF

BEAUTIfid LIFE L/ICt_

Deluxe TRICYCLE
tufty rCuNGSTER WANTS 11
15151 I NONORFIRA LEG BUILDING
EXERCISE LO'i OF FUN 12 FRONT
,•41EFI.

Chrysler PEDAL CAR
LGois

LILLE TF•E LATE •FOORS
B.C. C•:S LAY IT 4,0A, NOW
f011t TH/ AFONDROCuL cvast

surer*/

veriAl • THRILL FOR THE CH,LD
'NAT FINDS THIS °NOE,INF CHRIST
WAS TREE TO RI Suet ,11 THERE
LAT IT A•r•T NO*.

EXQUISITELY FORhiED,
GAILY DFMED

B. ENSHANTIMG EYES
SLEEPS AMC/ CPS
21" TAIL

PHONE VMS

SERVICE

Your child will really enjoy this
wonder train. It's built to last. Marx,
powerful locomotive and five true-to-life
cars running on heavier track. 110 watt Transformer included.

senAteesistic SCOOTER
JoNso BALLOON TIRES RIDE FASTER

PLAITS

HOLTILAMP ELECTRIC SERVICE
CENTRALIA ILL.

TOYLAND IS OPEN AT THE
Western Auto Associate Store
SIX-UNIT ELECTRIC FRERUT

ELECTRIC

Provide Dependable A mammas
Emergency Service rar:
usiziartmemis
Scoota is
Gram:Meuse,
Hatcheries
M unim palalas
Large Farms
Polies and Commercial Radio 1Ples.
Industrial and Commercial Claes

A Li KINDS OF TOYS FOR
ALL AGE CHILDREN.
J. W. Lyles

esteru Auto
Asso.Store

THE TRIBUNE-DEMOCRAT BENTON, KENTUCKY
now Eddie I
this column
patient the past. ./14 e are proud for Hays, and -ongratulate Master Frank oni must quit
the was
once I told you
have__
week . The visit down to the who knows, he may have done' :iis senior year. but as he show--;
write you a letter, I
it,
..c1 me his lovely class ring, II
Published Thursday afternoon of each week on
over
pout
hospital to see her last Thurs- those colors especially for
don't
I hope you
but say. "Good!
Main Street in Benton, Ky.
A bite o' supper at the ant help
day was niae too, running in-' lady
yoU are quieter when
however,
W. J. 11YRE and L. NELSON, Owners and Publishers
nurses of lovely home of Clark Hunt's vishes for you Master Frank"! mad! So today's the day, foe
In 'those faithful
Mr. and Mrs. Dan
ANNA MUREL NYRE, Editor
mine, of special mention there last Thursday night was sure ' believe Mrs. Pearl Botton,! you, stars . sing. and the sun
Columbus, Ohio ar
of
Post
Office
at
1903
Jack!
Mr
Green.
full of
Entered as 2nd. M.'s Matter June 10.
and spicy but as I rested away in Voodrow
was Riley, Onan. Reed
rides high, the air is
Genie Lamb of
Mrs.
1179.
3.
March
Congress
of
Act
Grove
yes,'
under
enjoy-'
Cherry
room,
Myers and our
at Benton. Ky.,
Peeples! I peped into the eidee, the lovely living
wordless glory for you ....
and for two weeks.
birth-town like nursery, there were ing the constant jabbering of - yriter, Effie, all have
today's the day. prayed
'ourteen little "irnps". some. Arie (Mrs. Van Myers) I won-; lays coming up this week
$1.00 ,;!eeping, some
those vases! lforse shoes, red roses. li$lacs
resting, dered hoe long
just
Illarshall County, One Year
rne', and 'God's blessings for each
$141
'pretty
and
last
would
Year
orOne
were
Counties,
two
Surrounding
lire wiggling
$2.00 :quailing! I don't know why,, riots" tater a game of "fox and iit you . . And it's Golden op......—.........
Out of State, One Year
in-laws.
the
and met such a- lovely" ortunities for
!iut that part of the hospitsl‘ dogs"
ADVERTISING RATES
.and Mrs. Avery T. Green,
rust seems sorta Heavenly to new friend there, a Norine
in Memorium and Obituaries
golden
their
kindly sacred. or some-) Cobbs .... Norine Cobbs .. yes who observed
die
5th
old,'
an
December
she
she's
tells
and
here,
me
wedding
that
me
tell
Then you
thing
of '47
Cousin First Christmas Card
acquaintance of
you'se been to see Hays Albrit- old
the teens
thirteen titclay!
goes on the mantle board, the
ton's new house, and the rooms. Crate Crowell of Washington
then
will fairly, fly, for you
here Price Spains, South Carolina
all done in soft pastel shades, Our little visiting card
you'll be a man .. a Doctor I just like for a lady! Even a , reads: Mrs. Curt Johnson and Such' friendly people as the
you have the first dressing table an organdie ruf- i Helen; Mrs. Tula Nichols, Mar- David Darnells, I admire,
hope
bad
symptons of one, that's
lei
a dinning .room .... two tha Jane, Frank and Jo Ann and rells's to the Wilson Stone
Doctors
(To My Son, Eddie —
Maybe
It's a little early to family of Detroit. who scans
bed rooms and a bath! Well Hiett,
they
could write better, had
far his 13th. birthday.)
Dear Sir Eddie: Today, my the time, eh?) and then once,
somewhat
were
you
boy is your thirteenth birth- when
day, and its Wednesday. Dec. smaller than now, you "whitwhen only tled" a rat all to pieces, huntthirteen
10th!
remema short yesterday you came in- ing for it's appendix
have
would
today
and
ber
to the world, 'on a lovely,
beyour
of
birthday
the
been
a
and
morning,:
Monday
early
you! loved Doctor, the late L. L.
snow flurrie came with
I can't say I was any too Washburn. Now he couldn't
pleased over your gender — write, and sometime he acted
but have often wondered had like he could have cut a huyou been a girl, who would man being to pieces, let alone
but his eyes were alhave been errand boy and the a rat
a tear and his heart
near
ways
—
I
So,
whistler o' the family
guess you fill your place pret- was soft as mush! He wasn't
you chose to
ty well! This morning you did any too glad
debut
on such a
make
your
.
noon
until
school,
not go to
So intent on a few extra cents blizzard like early morning,
to blow your self for a "big but after remembering it was
party" you scurried over the his own birthday, he seemed
Benton way to try your luck rather thrilled over the idea.
at your first salesman job . Cod bless him! And after you
taking orders for Christmas were all "diked" out in your
'• trees! You came home defeated ribbon trimmed gown. I rehis advise, as he
and dejected .... you sold one! member
leave, take care of
to
packed
you
But don't let that get
keep him warm....
Mary
him
down .... that's all in life, let
I've
downs and no's .... mix them and keep him dry"
thirfor
advise
that
followed
well, and they make a good
battler for a bad beginning! teen years, son, and it's proven
we.
slammed a good one!
One lady you said

rd

ttiiiti SHARE Of 1111S ONE IMARtHOlit rtitibrubs.
Of MORE THAN 2,000 BEAUTIRH. STYLES . . EACH
ONE AS NEW AS Pfc. NFU 'MTV

the door in your face, and said
"I'm too old for a Christmas
Tree!" No, that lady wasn't too
old for a • Christmas Tree ....
Maybe she „doesn't know about
the story in the Manger (but
how could she not?) or maybe
again she's never seen Christmas light in a little child's
eyes _.. any way you sold one,
that's not a failure! .. And I
have made you a cake, and
;that will help lots
So you're

This store gets a Oig share of a huge purchase of
2000 dresses... they're on sale now! And lucky
You! Here are the gems you've seen in stnreq
preciow
everywhere priced at 5t6.95 to $12.95
gems of the new season at the lowest prices you'll
see before Christmas! Come in and dress up for
#he holidays ... buy them for rifts! YOU'LL
' Ir7 .1`4,01 1N"

I'm not growing any younger
neither are you, and we still
miss his advise. Peace be unto the memory of such a friend
as he! Your report card shows
remarkable improvement
well I guess I'm pretty proud
of you after all! I have to
scratch my head and think of
We are
something to write
glad
indeed
"Aunty" Ruby
(Harrison) has returned home
from Riverside Hospital. where

shows the way to Better
Party Line Service

•Solid Cufors

• 1- relteh Crepes

•Combinations
•Prints, Stripes
•buena Cloth

• Rayon Blends
• Serge*, Teen

• Rayne Gabardine

I 9 to,15, 12 to 20,
16% to 24%.18

TO LOOK YOUR HOLIDAY BEST .. RAU PRICE
Our good luck is your good luck too! And stet bejore
Christmas when you're trying to make 'your budget stretch
over so many gifts and needs! Hundreds ofbrAith-taking

A "Time Out" between colts
gives ethers o chance to use
the line.

little Christmas stars in which manufacturer* have bestowed, their out --tar lnq best in styles youlle sten priced

When another party on the
line has an emergency, please
release the ire qJ:ckly.

• Rayon Gainwdloos
• ROMOANP Cr.

•In Classic and

• Rayon Pleated'
• Due° Dots
• Lambskin Primes

• Date Styles
•Sites 9 to 15, 12 es 20
•and 16% to 24%

• Lush Tones

Ooot

What preys Russia for you, mid you, and you'
Only ceroadmother could possibly remember when a holiday season mat more d ssy than this owe! Y 'ne lever
seen more dazzling fabrics, such sieving colors, Moo*
dramatic siAhouette_s ... yours for about half.

This assures better service for
you and your party line
neighbors.

It's really happened!
Romaine Crepes
Alpaca Crepes
Fortune Crepes
Moires
Faille. and
Gabardines
SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
Incorporneed

•Sequin Trims
•Ballerinas
•111 Dra Mi2tie
•Silhouettes
•Sizes 9 to 15,
•12 to 20, 14% t. NI%

Dresses from a leadmg aesstimer
that sparks them serials such glitter and
brighiness ame
they're the spirit of Christmas recteated us ask on! -4s&
they're yours for just about half what you see Eieutual

sties priced at is other stores.

CATTLE FEEDING
The cattle situation to Use\
continues *
end of October
show an overall reduction
lot
the number of cattle fed
winker
and
market this fall
from the near record high et
last year, the Bureau of Agricultural Economics reported seeently. However, the reduttion.
reined
than
is less marked
probable a month are. iCallie
Is
feeding in die Corr. Belt
ted to be generally
,
is extie
duced with the largest dear..
llifestorli
es indicated for the
Corn Belt. especially fr. T.
Feeding activities in the Valtern States are expected to ltia
Larger than last year becatabia
of increases in the importakt
areas of California and Colorado. Little or no wheat pututo
is available for cattle feedbag
in the Great Plains due to elba -

From Paducah Dry Goods

HOME FURNISHING STORE
ILA

Handsome Quality Velma

LIVING ROOM SUI E
Looks Like 189.00 . . .
Packed with coil springs.
13.90 Down

• It Makes a Bed at Night

Thrifty Peiced
Natform Rocker

Smart Velour
Platform Rockers

Big, Luxurious
Platfotm Rockers
Coil Springs
Socrd Covers
3.45 Down
Vhat a treat for the entire famly. Smart, comfortable and bui:t
or years of hard weer.

Spring Filled
Carved Arms
S2 DOWN

No-Sal Springs
Tcp:..s.ry Cover
$2 DOWN

Our most popular chair. Sma...'y
carved walnut wordwork
some velour covers in choke (.1
colors. A value.

A tremendoi;: value. Sturdily
built, comfortAble rocker. Well
springed, padded an‘-'. covered.
Choice of colors.

VT 1

„I

A tremendous va.iue in a quality suite thai
makes a bed at night. PPautifully des ert
ancl quality built. Covered in high pile v lou;
—in choice of colors.

Automatic Iron

Waffle BaLer
r

Gtlaranteed. Chrome
d baker.
,
f!r.sh. Go

New Westi ia.iouse
Automatic Pop Up

TOASTER
Performs equal
to the finest
and looks betz er. Fully guaranteed.

Velour
and
Taoestry
Covers

9"

8R9.1

Fully auto xi a tic.
Fulguaranteed A

528

SANDWICH TOASTER
2 sandwich size.
Fully guaranteed.

295
8,

RADIOS FOR CHRISTMAS
Values jnheard Of In 8 Years

$2 DOWN

RADIG-PHONOGRAPH

Choice of Covers

Comparable Value
$469.95
anywhere

tjaair or Rocker. I.
Good sturdy chairs—Cho::.‘
Well finished woodwork, ful
tapestry or velour
no-sag spring construction.

5-Piece
BRIDGE SET

Priced not at $169.95
but at ONLY

Table
4 Chairs
$2 Down
Dainty assortment of
smart china bases, rayon shades. All styles.

All metal. Very sturdy table.
Center brown leatherette. smartly trimmed. $13.96 value. Padded folding chairs.

$10 Down
• Plays 12 records automatically — 10"
or 12" records.
• Double record compartments
• Wonderful tone
qualities

Wide Selection of Covers
and Colors

A Value Sensation
Quantities Limited by Manufacture
You .will be just as happy a we are over this once-in-a-lifetime radio value.
Unbelievably big, handsome and qualities at this ridiculously low price, Now
the family may have a radio for Christmas at budget savings price—Exactly
as shown.

5 Tube
Superheterodyne

Quality Coil Springs

RADIO

The best selection and values
In years and. you will find
just the chair you have been
looking for—and one Dad will
love. All colors in fine velours and tapestries.

14."
$2 DOWN
Perfectly handsome plastic
case. Marvelous tone. Wide
selectivity. E7:c1',tly as shown.
A delightful gift. A real radio
value. In black.

Others ... 39.95
and 37.50
EASY
TERMS

OCKS
BIG DELUXE HASS
colors.
and
Choice of types
for
The type you usually pay $12.95

5-Tube Radio
88

PADUCAH DRY GOODS

White Plastic — Superheterodyne

HOME FURNISHING'S STORE

6-Tube Portable

219 BROADWA

L UTGYGPAEG E

RADIO

Small Personal Radios
BUY ON EASY TERMS

PHONE 4466

Portable plastic cases in choice of
colors. Complete with batteries.

2988
2
$49.95 Value

il?5

tinued drcught.
awd
stocker
of
Shipments
feeder catle into the Corn Balt
States in October were about
MOM
17 per cent below the
month last year. Except for tillb
last 2 years. the movement
the largest since 1940. The total movement of stockers 1,811
feders into the Corn! Belt lie
throusit
July
the months of
October. although about 15 per
cent below last year, was tee
second largest since 1940.
In 8 of the Corn Belt Staten
for which records are available
total inshipments for July le
the end of October were 1,3411,.
t re.
000 ahead — a 15 per
head
duction from the 1.616,
1941i
shown for July-October
Comparable shipments o stookfor
feeders
ers and
earlier
years are as follows: 1,43, e.
1944,
315,000;
sa4
1,234,000;
1943, 1,169,000. Of the 8 OM
Belt States, only Indiana, Willconsin and Minnesota shOw Larger inshipments of feeder est.
tle than last year. Ohio. Illinois. Michigan. Iowa and Hs.
a redtictiast
braska all have
from 1946, with Iowa. the beadmg cattle feeding State, markedly reduced by almost 23 per
were
&Mak
cent. Shipments
in Nebraska. Illinois and Okie
by 7 per cent 13 per cent lead
Air
25 per cent respectively.

Q. How much feed does a rat seat
What measures should be wise Is
overcome the rat menace?
A. Experts at New York State College of Agriculture estimate that a
pair of rats eat the equivalent of
100 los. of feed in a year, not to
mention the amount they wazte. A
concerted Rat Riddance muipaign
would save miiiion.s of bushels ot
badly needed corn and other grains.
Some suggerteci steps are:,
1. Store feed where rat§ eon%
get at it.
2. Get rid of trlsh ant'. 7ublah
piles w:lich attract rats.
3. Use good rat poisons. Products conta.r.inz, Artu or Red
Squill are bc.,:h effcrtve and
both of them should be used
In the er:ier mentioned. ?Atte
whi-.:11 may c1.)tain a s:btet-iel
dose following a single baiting with Ar.zu wilt acquire a
temporary immun...4 azaindt
this poison. This res.stanee
usually last for a pe!..r)d
about 30 days. During this interval it is recommended,that
these surrtvors be baiqed 7v'th
. cont•tinirr
o prodr,cA. bough ootn Poisons
are relatively non-toxic for
dogs and cats. it is e good
out
r
prac.ice
of rev:h of ti:zst; oi othec.
anliaata.
Q. Why ; it imw-rtang to walla
pigs and when shoal,' C.:is be dam?
A. Riddinz pigs of worms at 11
weeks of age max save up to two
bushels of corn 7)er pig, thus increasing the hag raiser's profit and
aiding the grain conszrvation program.
Q. How can a dairyman Jodie
when heifers have reached the
proper weight for breeding if he he.
no scale available'?
A. The Ralston Purina Company.
St. Louis 2. Mo.. offers a weighing
tape that rneahres the size of the
heart girth and tells the aproximate
weight of the heifer. This weightng
tape has a high degree of accuracy
and is a great conven-.en7e to dairymen who do not have scales on which
to weigh their CJWS.
Saud your queciona about tiourteett
or p•trattr-• nrob.funs io FAL!M FACTS.
s3 Seuth :7 h•h Sr. eel. 5,. Louis 2.
syrore#
.11
Qc....o
ail or in :his
wittiest charge.
Itntir•
,
t0 •,
,
0'
enit:r•si. as

the
EncycleAccording to
Nebraoko
Britannica.
paedia
was named the "Tree Planters'
State" by act of legislature in
1895 because Arbor Day was
originated there by J. Sterling
Morton. and because forest/18
was emphasized by its pioneers
and their successors. The name
suggested
itself,
"Nebraska"
by Fremont in 1843 was doOtoe
rived from the
name for the Platte River —
"Ne-bhath-ka,"
low Water."

meaning

"Shal.

conven-1
organization's annual
LOSS tion Jan. 7-9 in Louisville,1 r
says Mrs. Greenwood Coca- 1
Women's,
nougher, Associated
warned today that swine in- director.
fluenza may cause new, record
Women Farm Bureau leaders
breaking financial losses in the believe that a high proportion]
next few weeks and months.
of the beautiful girls -come]
-This disease is a danger to from the country, an they are i
swine, just as it is to people setting out to prove it by se- 1
in cold weather," the American lecting a Farm Bureau Queen.,
Foundation for Anirrial Health They also believe that beauty
declared. "This year, in view in Kentucky is more than1
of high prices and food-shor- "skin deep", so it will take'
widespread
outbreaks leadership,
and
intelligence
tages,
would be a major disaster."
other accomplishments, as well A five point plan to prevent as beauty, to win.
Each county Farm Bureau in
swine influenza losses was recommended:
Kentucky (110 of them) has
'Keep hogs away from old been asked to select a queen
siraw stacks, manure piles and and enter her name in the state
contaminated lots, where they contest, though no actual selec-i
asi
may pick .up the virus of in- tions have been reported
yet.
fluenza.
Each contestant will be judgdraft-free
clean,
"Provide
on her scholastic' standinc.
ed
bedding.
ample
quarters, with
"Keep clean, fresh drinking leadership activities and' family
well
water before the hogs all the Farm Bureau record, as
as her appearance. She must ,
time.
be between the ages of '15 and,
"Combat interne/ parasites.
20 and be endorsed
by her]
One species — the lungworm—
county Farm Bureau.
virus
to
the
known
harbor
is
The winner will receive $25,
of swine 'flu.
and all-expense trip to the conof
"Watch for the symptoms
vention.
judges'1
Out-of-state
'flu: jerky breathing, coughing, will score the contestants
and!
loss of appetite and fever. At make the final award.
the first sign of disease, obtain
and
diagnosis
veterinary
a
A marked rise in the number ;
start the proper treatment."
of crimes occured 'last year j
Swink 'flu poses a dciuble with an increase i'n every catthreat, the American/ Founda- egory of reportable offenses.;
tion warned. "Although affect- For instance. theregyas a 31.8
ed animals usually recover, the per cent rise in robbery cases ,
disease causes loss of weight during the first six months ot
and lowered vitality. And in 1946 as against the I first six,
brood sows. it frequently caus- months of 1945.
es stillbirths — or sickly litters
Because of the difference uswith a poor chance to survive." ages of the word mist--in the I
— -official British meaninr!. a light!
FARM BUREAU QUEEN
fog. and in the -United States!
1948 WILL BE CROWNED
vernacular, a synonym for driz
zle-- the weather services of
To leave no doubt that Ken- the United States have not us- '
tucky's fame for beautiful girls ed the term in official obseris fully justified, a Farm Bu- vations and reports since 1939
reau Queen of 1948 will be
Associated
the
crowned
by
Women of the Kentucky Farm
Bureau Federation during the

SWINE INFLUENZA
CAUSES FINANCCIAL

FOR SA
Standard Brand Watches, Diamonds. both New and Used. Save
on Jewelry and Unred emed Merchandise.
WATCH REPAIRING MONEY TO
LOAN On Anything f VALUE.
RICKMAN'S JEWELRY & LOAN
COMPANY

Ache-yr:siemens by
NLISRI, HURST & AIIDONALL), INC.

SHADOW-BOX DIAL
with timigme Wide-Angle Doti*
Not just a "change," hut, he fir
major improvement is rkdio
eration in 15 years! Eneineere
to be seen c arly ft...m.1;1
...tuned quickly and accurate

with Electro-Hrib Reproafirer.No
more needle noise . . nci hiss
and chatter. No more ry e Ile changing troubles, either! The
Dura-point retracts to guard your
records from accidental scratch!

STEWART:WARNER

12 YEARS AND UNDER .

THE BENTON CLEANERS
IS SPONSORING

A

CONTEST JUST FOR YOU
LARGER THAN A 9 X 12 PIECE OF PAPER.
YOUR PARENTS MUST SIGN THE PICTURE TO
SAY YOU pREW IT.
BRING, MAIL

or SEND

TO:

Benton Cleaners
CONTEST CLOSES 5:30 P. M. FRIDAY, DEC. 19
WINNERS WILL BE ANNOUNCED ON
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 20 AT 2:30
Judges for this Contest will be: Mrs. Genoa Filbeck and Mr. Holland Rose.

You must see them ... bear them ... to
believe there's something really new in
radio-phonographs. Then you'll believe
your ears—that here is radio and record
performance thrillingly true to life. Come
in today!

THE NEW MINSTREL
(rsgit, handsome contemporary style, standard record chtinam.

THE INTERPRETER,
dark mahogany style.
proportioned for today's home: intermix
record changer.

THE ALLEGRO
(kit), dark makosIMF petiod piece.
with standard record changer. .

SUGGESTIONS FOR
CHRISTMAS
ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES ARE
AS HARD TO FIND
AS LAST YEAR
We Have The Poollowing In Stock:
$69.95
Hoover Vacuum Cleaners
$107.445 to $164.75
Electromaster & A-B Ranges
• Mitchell Indirect Study Lamps
$6.50
White Water Heaters, 30 & 40 gal., $99.95 to $113.50
Sonora & Fada Radios, reduced from $38.40 to $25.00
$21.95
Wagner 1.4 HP, Capacitor Motors
• Sonora Record Players, reduced from
to $20.00
25
8.9
$19
Electric Space Heaters, reduced to
Automatic 2-Slice Toasters
Ss14.5510)
2.
Two-Burner Hotplates, 6 Heats
• Single Burner Hotplates
$1.98 & up
Bed Lamps, good quality
$8.95 & up
Automatic Irons, good makes
Solid Aluminum Disposal Cans
$29.95
Electric Food Mixers, several attachments
• Lirhting Fixtures • Rig Selection * Any Price RAnge
$
Christmas Tree Sets, 8 lights: Series
5
1.95
$2.9
Christmas Tree Sets. 7 lights: Multiple
121 IC
Extrt Christmas Tree Lamps. each
• Any Type 8.: Size Light Bulbs • Also Colored Lamnc
Just About Any Kind Of Wir14 Device You Want

-- YOU WILL BE
VISIT
SURPRISED AT OUR STOCK OF
"-`11A RD TO FIND" ELECTRICAL
EQUIPMENT.
House Wiring Our Specialty.
ELY ELECTRIC CO.
•

This is your day! Set the time; see the
car you've been told was years away!
A style-setting beauty, with a sparkling and
massive front grille. A car that is orify five
feet high, and with the lowest center of
gravity you've ever known, but with a new,
all steel Monobilt body-and-frame that
gives you more inside head room than soy
other ear built today.
A car with the roomiest seats ever built
into any American-made automobile.
A car you step ,down into when entering,
not up on — yet a car that maintains road
clearance! A car that cradles you not only
between axles, but ahead of the rear wheels.
All of this is made possible by a basic neW
development in motor car design—Iludsonls

Monobilt body-and-frame, shown in phantom view and described to the right.
The Hudson dealers listed here are ready
with information about Hudson's all-new
Super-Six engine — the most powerful six
built today—and Hudson's masterful SuperEight. They will tell you about Hudson's
exclusive Drive-Master—no clutch pushit!,
no gear shifting in forward speeds.
See Hudson's gorgeously upholstered interiors, with chrome handles and hardware
recessed- into side panels, out of the way.
Examine all of Hudson's new beauty. comfort and convenience features, including
a new type of low-pressure. Super-Cushieri
tire that mounts on a new, wide safety rim.
See how Hudson's wide, curved windshield
pod rear window give added vision all are .t:• I

Get a good look at this new kind of car — a
type of automobile no one else in the

A CAR YOU RIDE

IN

Ilud.sciii is the °Pity motor car that completely encircles
you, et en outside the rear wheels, with a rigid box-steel
feuadation frame. You ride w ithin this new conAreetion, instead of on top of it as in other cars. And every
Unit of Hudson's new. all steel Monobih body-andframe is welded into ant solid structure that provides
,,i;lusual rigidit3 and stability.

-

it The Corner Under The National Store

world

is prepared to build today! It's something
to see—the nearest Hudson dealer will show
it to you now!

SEE YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD HUDSON DEALER TODAY!

